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FOREWORD

This guide was commissioned in response to the landmark House of Lords
decision in Pepper ( Inspector of taxes) v Hart and Related appeals [ 1993 Ì I ALL
ErR...The case dealt with the use to be made of Hansard refe¡ences on proceedings
in Parliament as an aid to statutory interpretation. The objecr being to bring
togethff a compilation of Ministerial starements made on behalf of the
Government in the context of debates (including committee stages) in the House
of Commons and the House of Lo¡ds and reported in Hansard clarifying the
provisions of the Bill or indicating how particular issues will be followed in
practice or indicating a concession which will be followed in practice
notwithstanding the wording of a provision.

ln Pepper v Harr their lordships held that the rule prohibiting courts from referring
to parliamentary material as an aid to statutory construction should be relaxed so
as to permit ¡eference where (a) the legislation was ambiguous or obscure or the
lìteral meaning led to an absurdity, (b) the material ¡elied on consisted of
statements made by a ministe¡ or other promoter of the Bill which lead to the
enactment of the legislation together if necessary with such other parliamentary
materials as was necessary to unde¡stand such statements and their effect and (c)
the statements relied on were clear.

The decision is a recent development and the Asylum and Immigration Appeals
Act has (at time of writing) been in force for less than a year, therefore a degree
of discretion must be exercised in deciding the appropriate significance to be
given to the extracts/ comments set out here. Perhaps the best cou¡se would be to
use this text as a "route map" to the primary sources, bearing in mind that the
guide is not an exhaustive compilation of all the potentially relevant statements
made during the Bill's passing .The Hansard references are provided. Exrracts
have been listed by subject headings raised in the debates. There is some
¡epetition of enries between subject headings where there is an overlap.

Finally I must thank Jawaid Luqmani and Elspeth Guild for their kind help and

patience.

Althea Martin- Brown

April 1994
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CHRONOLOGY OF PASSING THROUGH PARLIAMENT
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1. TTTE CONVENTION ON TI{E STATUS OF REFUGEES 1951 AND 1967
PROTOCOL (TITE GENEVA CONVENTION)

1.1 The significance of Conventions other than the 1951 Convention and the
use of the accelerated procedure for the consideration of asylurn claims.
(col.51)-HC St.Comm.A. 12l11/92

Opposition members have repeatedly suggested that somehow the Covernment do
not honour conventions, simply because there is no reference to those other
conventions in the Bill's definition of "a claim to asylum". That is not the
case,....They have also suggested that applicants with a well founded fear of
persecution may be turned away at the port of entry following the accelerated
procedure for considering their asylum applications. That is not the case eirher.

The accelerated procedure will apply only to some groundless cases, where the
person is in detention, and in particular, to those who have arrived from safe
countries. In any case, on the oral hearing that would follow, the adjudicator will
be able to return the case to officiais for further conside¡ation if there is any doubt
in his mind about persecution or personal suffering, or he can allow an appeal,

If the adjudicator advises immigration officials that the case should be furthe¡
conside¡ed. They would not be tied to the five-day proceedings.

Our asylum system is designed primarily ro ensure the prorection of refugees as
defined in the 1951 convention. In operating that system, we ensure that we do
not breach any of the UK's obligations under the othe¡ conventions and that we
respond to other compelling humanitarian facto¡s in every case where such exist.

There is considerable overlap between cases that engage obligations unde¡ the
1951 convention and those which involve issues under article 3 of the United
Nations convention on torture. The rare cases which raise issues under any of
those conventions but do not fall within the 1951 convention , are appropriately
dealt with by the grant of exceptional leave to remain. That will be continue to be
the case. None of the conventions is central to the determination of asylum
claims, and the European convention is concerned with a far wider range of
human rights than the protection of individuals against persecution.

1.2 Exceptional Leave to Remain (col.52)- 'Is by definition outside the
immigration rules. The essence of exceptional leave to ¡emain is flexibility, and
it provides the ability to respond to individual circumstances. It cannot be spelt
out in legislation...we use exceptional leave to remain to respond to cases that are
outside the convention but within the terms of our other obligations, including the
European convention on human rights and UN convention on torture. That will
remain the case under the Bill. HC St,Comm,A. l2llLl92

1.3 Assessment by officials of conditions in the country of origin of asylum
applicants. (Col. 57) - It is important to distinguish between cases whe¡e
conditions are so bad that no one can be compelled to return there and those in
which countries are assessed as safe, in the sense that no one can face
persecution there. We do not take decisions of the latrer kind. Obviously some





coùntries are less like1y than others to produce refugees. We never rule out ab
initio on nationality grounds, the possibility of refugee status. HC
St.Comm.A.12l11/92

1.4 Determination of claims for asylum (CoI.58) - The key insrrument for thar
purpose is the 1951 convention on refugees and ou¡ determination of olaims unde¡
that convention is consistent with such obligations as we have accepted under
other conventions. (To extend the list in the way proposed and) to add a vague
requirement to conside¡ not only the instruments themselves but also thei¡
principles and purposes would do nothing to strengthen the p¡otection of genuine
asylum seekers, but it would add complexity and confusion to both the
determination and the appeals process. HC St.Comm.A. I2lLll92

i.S ffr. UNIICR Handbook on procedures and criteria for determining
refugee status (Col. 67) - The handbook is not legally binding; ir offers an
interpretation of the terms used in the 1951 convention and makes suggestions for
procedures to be used in determining asylum claims. It has no official status unde¡
the convention. However, all asylum staff are issued with a copy and our
procedures tend to be in line with it. HC St. Comm.A. l2llll92

1.6 Contd. ( col. 67) - The system of asylum determinarion in Britain is open to
constant reappraisal and interpretation by the courts.....The staff of the asylum
division are guided by the convention, by the handbook and by judgments made
in various cases that may be relevant to the case unde¡ conside¡ation. Obviously,
they are also guided by the particular circumstances relating to the individual
case.'HC St. Comm.A. l2llll92

1.7 The Neârest Safe Country (co|.136) - The hon. Member.. described a
scenario in which a country was in conflict and the nearest British entry
clearance post at an embassy was in territory hetd by those opposing the fo¡ces in
, for example the south of that counrry. The answe¡ is that the individual should
turn fo¡ the nea¡est safe counuy to apply for asylum. Nothing in the Geneva
convention says that a person who is a refugee as defined under the terms of the
1951 convention should decide which country he wishes to go to. HC St. Comm.
A. t7ltilgz

1.8 Refusal on the third - country ground (col. 141) - ( in answe¡ to whether
the Home Secretary in refusing on that $ound that the third country will not send
the applicant elsewhere in breach of the principles of the 1951 conventìon)...
The Home Secretary can dispense with consultation with that third country..oniy if
he can be so satisfied on the basis of past experience and on the basis of any
specific information available.HC St. Comm.A, 17llll92

1.9 The Dublin convention (col.l42) - There is no inconsisrency between the
rules and the Dublin convention, which is an agreement of mutual responsibilities
between member states of the European Community.... The rules express general
principles that would be supplemented by more specific arrangements, such as
the Dublin convention when that is in fo¡ce. The convention recognises that
membe¡ states may choose to send asylum applicants to other countries in a
manner consistent with their obligations unde¡ the Geneva convention. HC St.
Comm. A L7l1ll92





1.10 Returning an applicant to a host third country ( col. 515) -The¡e is no
requirement under the convention that a country returning an applicant to a host
third country must make individual inquiries about conditions in that country.
Retum will depend on knowledge of past events and specific advice offered by
UNHCR. It is not necessa¡y to have prior consultations with the third country
.Howeve¡ if an applicant offered reasons why a third country would not be
appropriate as pârt of his submissions, they would be considered when deciding
whethe¡ to accept the application .HC St. Comm,A 3/12192

l.1l (co1.515) - When a person's refugee status has not been established and the
application is not for us to resolve because the person has travelled he¡e via othe¡
countries, we may return him to a safe third country provided that we are satisfied
that that country will not return the applicant to his country of origin in breach of
the 1951 convention. If the third country subscribes to the 1951 convenrion, we
shall have a fairly good idea of the procedures that will be followed. HC St.
Comm.A,.3ll2l92

1.12 col. 549) - All claims for refugee status made by children must be
assessed individually against the criteria of the 1951 convention. We always
consider exceptional leave in cases that do not qualify for refugee status. There is
no question of outright ¡efusal unless satisfactory arrangements can be made in
the country to which the child would return. Therefore in some cases the
convention does not apply and exceptional leave can be granted so as not to put
the child at any risk by retuming him to another country. HC St. Comm.A.
3lt2l92

1.13 Manifestly Unfounded; general principles (co1.566) - Manifestly
unfounded cases fall into three categories.The fi¡st is the safe third-country cases,
when the applicant has previously been in a safe third country. There is nothing
new about the principle of the host third country. The second category is when the
grounds do not bea¡ in any sense on the United Kingdom's obligations under the
United Nations convention: when for example, there is no expressed fear of
persecution, and, therefore, asylum claims do not apply. The third category is
when the application is frivolous o¡ vexatious or when no proper details a¡e
provided on request.HC St. Comm.A 3/12192

L.14 Claims made in safe third country (co1.567) - ..after the initial
questionìng of the asylum seeker, it can, should and will become clear whether
he has been denied an oppoftunity to make a claim in a safe third country. The
purpose and spirit of the 1951 convention is not that an asylum seeker can
choose in which country he would prefer to make his application, but that he can
make his application in a safe country thar has ratified the convention.HC St.
Comm.A,3/12192

1.15 A "brief' stop in a third country - defined (col. 567) - If a person enrers
a safe third country prior to coming to anothe¡ country and therefore, has an
opponunity to apply for asylum in that safe rhird country that has ¡atified and
abides by the convention, thar country should deal with the asylum applicant.

The draft immigration rules make it clear it is the opporrunity to seek protection
which is important not the lengrh of stay. HC St. Comm.A 3/12192





1.16 The 1951 Geneva Convention (col.21) - We all willingly accept, in this
country the obligations laid on us by the 1951 Geneva convention.

(col.22) - People who are not genuine refugees o¡ who are not entitled to live he¡e
unde¡ our rules must be ¡etumed to whicheve¡ country they a¡e from unless there
are some exceptional or compelling humanitarian reasons to the conrary in the
particular case, or unless there would be real physical danger to the individual in
returning him or her to that country. HC Off.Rep. Vol. 213 No. 64

1.17 Overlap between obligations under conventions (co1.546) - There is
conside¡able overlap between cases which involve ou¡ obligations under the 1951
convention and those which involve issues unde¡ Article 3 of the European
Convention on Human Rights or the United Nations convention against torture.
The ¡are cases which raise issues under either of those conventions but do not fal1
within the 1951 convention, are appropriately dealt with by the grant of
exceptional leave to remain.. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No. 92

1.18 The duty to consider obl¡gations under other conventions (co1.551) -
When a person applies for asylum and his case is considered, if it is found that it
is such that he cannot be granted asylum, the immigration officials have a duty to
consider our obligations under the other conventions to see whether, if this person
is sent away, such action would contravene obligations under other international
conventions. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No. 92

1.19 Questions to be satisfied in determining asylum claims (col.86l) , The
asylum system is intended to p¡otect the life and freedom of refugees....When a
person claims asylum, there are in essence two questions to be decided. The first
is, does he have a weÌl-founded fear of persecution on the grounds of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social $oup or political opinion
? If the answer to that question is "yes" , he is a refugee as defined in Article 1 of
the 1951 convention. If he is a refugee , the second question is whethe¡, if he
were required to leave this country he would have to go to a country where his
life or freedom would be threatened on account of one of these factors. If the
answer to this second question is also "yes", then his removal would be contrary
to the United Kingdom's obligations unde¡ Article 33 of the convention. Those a¡e
the issues to which those who are responsible for deciding asylum applications
must address their minds. Those are the issues which are covered by the grounds
of appeal set out in Clause 8. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No. 94

1.20 Asylum status outside the immigration rules (Col.L37) -(Comments
made in the context of the Bosnian visa application cases presented by Alert)
They were assessed on the same basis as any other application for entry
clearance. The first question to be asked is whether they qualify under any of the
normal categories of the existing rules. If a person asks to come to this country as
an asylum seeker - and that was written into every one of the applications - that
is conside¡ed outside the rules. In that situarion the criteria are, first, whether the
person is prima facie a refugee within the terms of the 1951 convention and
secondly, whethe¡ the United Kingdom is a more appropriate country of refuge
than where the person is now. HC St. Comm,A l0/lll92





2. EXCEPTIONAL LEAVE TO REMAIN AND TEMPORARY
PROTECTION ( \ryITH REFERENCE TO THE FORMER YUGOSLAVIA)

2.L In the context of the current issue of short stay visa applications by
people in former Yugoslavia, in cases where it is impossible to apply for a
visa while st¡ll in that country. Applicants may travel to another country in
order to make an application to Britain. What is the effect of the third
Country rule. (col. 49) Suoh refugees may apply elsewhere. I cannot speak for
the Austrian authorities and say what requirements they would place upon
refugees but people simply ravelling th¡ough anorher country with the appropriate
documents, will not be regarded as having stayed rhere for the purposes of the
third country removal criteria. HC St. Comm.A I2llll92

2.2 Exceptional Leave to Remain (col.52)- 'Is by definition outside the
immigration ¡ules. The essence of exceptional leave to ¡emain is flexibility, and
it provides the ability to respond to individual circumstances. It cannot be spelt
out in legislation...we use exceptional leave to remain to respond to cases that are
outside the convention but within the terms of our other obligations, inoluding the
European convention on human rights and UN convention on torture. That will
¡emain the case under the Bill. HC St. Comm. A. l2/lll92

2.3 (Cont. Col.53) - 'Exceptional leave to remain has been used for practical
reasons, given the delays and inefficiencies in the present system. We recognise
that a point may come at which it is unreasonable to enforce departure on
someone who has been waiting here for a long time. We want to get away from
$anting exceptional leave to ¡emain in that fashion so that future decisions will
be mo¡e clearly based on the merits of the case's humanitarian considerations'.
HC St. Comm. 

^. 
l2lIll92

2.4 Exceptional leâye to remain ând fam¡ly reun¡on (col.53) -The right to
family reunion is triggered four years after exceptional leave to remain has been
granted and \rye do not intend to change that timetable. HC St. Comm. A.
12/Ltl92

2.5 Appeal rights for those seeking entry clearance deemed outside the
immigration rules (co1.166) - The people whose applications have been refused,
have a right of appeal but because the cases a¡e considered outside the
immigrations rules, the adjudicator can make only recommendations and cannot
determine the cases....(col. 167) - Nothing in the Bill would abolish appeals on
applications for entry clea¡ance considered outside the immigration rules.HC St.
Comm.A. I9llll92

2.6 Further clarification provided in (col. 168) - The appeal process for those
who are refused would be against the refusal of entry clearance. That is the point.
Whether it be as a visitor would depend on what the applicant has requested...If
asylum is mentioned in an application it is conside¡ed outside the rules,

An adjudicator considering an appeal in such a case is bound to refuse it on the
basis that the¡e is no provision in the rules. ..The adjudicator may recommend
discretionary treatmenr outside the rules. HC St.Comm.A. IglLllg2





2.7 (col.22) - People who are not genuine refugees or who a¡e not entided to live
he¡e unde¡ ou¡ ¡ules must be retumed to whichever country they are from unless
there are some exceptional or compelling humanitarian reasons to the contrary in
the particular case, or unless there would be real physical danger to the individual
in returning him or her to that country. HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

2.8 Curtailment of leave to enter, asylum status refused(co1.108) -Curtailment
is not automatic in such cases. The individual factors of each case will be
conside¡ed. The main intention is to use the power of cu¡tailment in the case of
visitors who cannot continued to be treated as tourists after they seek asylum....

.....I ¡emind the house that every person whose leave is cu¡tailed will have a fuli
right of appeal before removal from Britain. HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

2.9 Exceptional leave (co1.111) - The House will wish to know that exceptional
leave will still be available in genuine humanitarian cases, outside the strict
c¡iteria of the convention. HC Off.Rep. Vo.213 No.64

3. FAMILY REUNION

3.1 Bxceptionâl leave to remain ând family reunion (col.53) -The right to
family reunion is triggered four years after exceptional leave to remain has been
granted and we do not intend to change that timetable.HC St.Comm.A. l2llll92

3.2 Grounds of refusal (co1.704) - The first ground is that a documenr which is
required by the immigration rules is not held ,or has not been issued. In the
context of appeals under section 13..., this means that for example a visa national
who arrived at a port without a visa would not be entitled to appeal against being
refused entry. No¡ would a person who arrived seeking entry for a purpose for
which entry clearance is required, such as marriage, establishing oneself in
business or settling here as a dependant ¡elative. HC St.Comm.A. 10112192

3.3 Marriage to a person settled herc (col. 705) - The provision for documents
will not affect the appeal rights of those who marry a person sertled here afte¡
having entered in another capacity, or those who seek to stay as dependant
relatives of a person settled here. The immigration rules provide applications
from such people to be ente¡tained in tbis country. If the application was refused,
it would not be on the grounds that the person did not have an entry clearance on
arrival, but because specific requirements of the marriage or dependant relatives
were not met. HC St,Comm.A. l0ll2/92

3.4 (co1.650) - ..if it occurs to a sponsor, a ¡elative in this country or the applicant
that exceptional compassionate circumstances have been overlooked, or that
the¡e have been iliogicalities or procedural errors, the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office will ask the post concerned to review the decision. That
review wili be unde¡taken by a more senior office¡ wherever possible. IIC
St.Comm.A. 8/12192

3.5 DNA testing (co1.700) - No firsrtime applicant is ¡efused enrry clearance on
reiadonship grounds without being offered the opportunity of taking a DNA test.
HC St..Comm. A. I0ll2l92





3.6 (co1.702) - I offe¡ more clarification on DNA testing. Fi¡st-time applicants for
entry clearance fo¡ settlement on the basis of family relationships can be DNA
tested free unde¡ the government sponsored scheme. They would not be refused
entry without being offered a free test. HC St.Comm.A. l0lL2l92

3.7 Waiver of the Third Country rule (co1.599) - It is already our practice to
waive our normal thi¡d country policy if a person arriving he¡e can show that he
has close ties with this country. It is not possible to specify exactly what these
might be in every case, as situations vary so much. Howeve¡ as a general rule,
immediate family members might constitute such a tie, particularly if there were
a degree of dependency on such family members involved. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542
No.92

4. DETENTION AND BAIL

4.1 The Right to Bail (col.54) - All detained asylum seekers, whether in-country
applicants or port applicants, have the right to apply to an adjudicator for bail. In
addition, all detainees can apply to the High Court for habeas corpus, HC
St.Comm.A. l2lIIl92

4.2 Detention (Col.55) - Detention is used only as last a ¡esort when it is
believed that a person will not comply with the terms of any temporary admission.
All personal factors, including a individual's state of health and dependent
relatives, are taken into account when considering detention. HC St.Comm.A.
l2lttl92

4.3 Cont (Col.56) - Detention is not used solely for asylum applicants....There is
no intention to use detention as a matter of routine for asylum seeke¡s. The normal
criteria will continue to apply. HC St.Comm.A. l2llll92

4.4 Reasonable grounds for detention under clausc 6 (co1.488) - The
amendment would provide that a person could be detained only if there were
reasonable gtounds for assuming that he would not comply with other restrictions
requiring him to report to an immigration officer. That is essentially current
pracdce when considering detention in immigration cases generally. It will
continue to be so under the specific power in clause 6. We shall exercise the
power to detain only if we not think that the person would keep in touch and that
a failu¡e to detain would frustrate our intention to enforce depanure. HC
St.Comm.A. 1/12192

4.5 The two day limit (co1.511) - The two day limit applies to porr cases only in
which the notice is served in person. In effect, that means that it relates to
someone who has been detained, but only when the Secretary of State has
certified that the claim is without foundation. HC St.Comm.A. 3/12192

4.6 Detention of unaccompanied children (co1.545) - Unaccompanied children
are only ever detained by the immigration service if they arrive out of working
hou¡s and it is impossible to contact immediately the local social services until
the following morning. In such cases they are given accommodation and looked
afte¡ for that time. The protection of children is paramount in such arrangements.
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Returning unaccompanied children (co1.547) - There is no likelihood of us
returning child¡en to a country if we a¡e unable to ensure adequate reception
arangements fo¡ those child¡en and where a prior arrangement has not been
made. HC St.Comm.A. 3/12192

4.7 A,ccelerated procedure (col.569 cf col.51) - The accelerated procedure in
paragraph 4 of schedule 2 applies to port, deportation and illegal entry cases
which a¡e ce¡tified to be without foundation. The two day time limit fo¡ appealing
provided in the d¡aft procedure rules applies ro porr cases that are without
foundation and whe¡e the applicant is detained. HC St.Comm.A. 3ll2l92

4.8 Appeals; the 48 hour limit (col.29) - In all those cases whe¡e the office¡
certifies that there is a manifestly unfounded claim, there will be 48 hours in
which to challenge that decision. HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

4.9 Contd.,(col.29) - The first stage will be the initial decision by the official
involved. Where an officer gives a refusal to admit ar a port, two days will be
given to appeal. The only people who will be caught by the 48-hour rule will be
those who go before the adjudicator and it is held that there is a manifestly
unfounded claim. They will be retu¡ned to their country. That is the sreamlined
procedure. HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

4,10 Contd..(col.30) - The only people subject to the 48-hour rule are those who
have been given a notice at the poft and are held in detention there or those
whose application is turned down on the basis that the claim is manifestly
unfounded. They then have 48 hours in which to satisfy an adjudicator that there
are some grounds fo¡ their admission. Hc Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

4.ll The Accelcrated Procedure (co|.109) - Two time facrors seem to cause
some confusion. The first time factor is the difference between 48 hou¡s and 10
working days for lodging an appeal. That depends on whether the notice of refusal
was served in person - that is the 48-hou¡ deadline- or whether it is served by post.
In that case we are talking about 10 working days, which is two weeks in
practice.

The other time facto¡...is the difference between the accelerated procedure at that
point for a groundless case and the ordinary procedure. That means that after the
appeal has been lodged, it can take a maximum of five days for the appeal to be
hea¡d......Alternatively, when the application is not dealt with under the
accelerated process, it will take up to 13 weeks o¡ three months. I am happy to
look furthe¡ at the wording of the rules to see whether the matte¡ can be spelt out
more clearly. The 48-hou¡ rule is aimed primarily at those in detention, in
particulal those who arrive f¡om safe third countries. Most port applicants will
receive ¡efusals by post and be subject to the normal lO-working-day rule. HC
Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

4.12 Contd..(col.109) - The 48-hour ¡ule does not apply to all groundless cases. Ir
is intended to apply to people who have arrived at ports and are held in detention.
HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

4.13 Unauthorised removals (co1.665) - I am pleased ro say there is no
evidence that immigration officers have been involved in unauthorised removals
which would be contrary to theh instructions....
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It is equally unacceptable that ai¡lines should seek physically to prevent a
passenger from approaching immigration conrrol. Once the passenger has arrived
in the United Kingdom it is too late for the airline to ask itself whether it should
have ca¡ried that passenger. HC Off.Rep. 216 No.98

4.14 Removal Pending outstanding claim (col. 1150) -Clause 6 prohibits the
removal from the United Kingdom of a person who has an outstanding claim for
asylum. This clause, which simply confirms our existing policy and practice, was
added during the Report stage of this Bill in another place. It complements
provisions which were already in the second schedule to the Bill and which
prohibit the removal of a person who has a pending asylum appeal. HL Off.Rep.
Vol.541 No.84

4,15 Appeal Time Limits (col.I222) - If asylum is rejected, you are given a
piece of paper asking whether you wish to appeal. The point about the 48 hours is
that from that moment you are given 48 hours in which to complete a document
saying that you wish to appeal. Other appellants have 10 working days to appeal.
That happens only in very limited circumstances. The notice of ¡efusal is served
in person. The Government has said that in p¡actice that will mean that a person
is in detention and the Secretary of State has certified that the application is
groundless. When the position is conside¡ed, it has to be considered within 10
working days.

With regard to other mattors, they are given 42 days. If one goes to a special
adjudicator, there are five working days on which the groundless casos are
adjudicated. Othe¡wise there 42 days in which this can take place. The
adjudicator has the ability to extend that length of time. IIL Off.Rep. Vol.541
No.84

4.16 The Power to detain (col. 857) - The power to detain will only be
exercised if we do not think that the person will keep in touch and that a failure
to detain will frustrate the intention to enforce departure.

contd. (col. 857) - [But] it must ¡emain an option for those relatively few cases
where we have ¡eason to believe that an applicant will not co-operare or comply
with other restrictions that may be placed on him. HL Off.Rep.Vol. 542 No.94

4.17 The use of detention (co1.631) - The specific power to detain in Clause 7
of the Bill will only be exercised if we do not believe that the person in fact
would keep in touch with the immigration authorities, and that unless he were
detained, it would be impossible to enforce his departure...

.....There is no intention whatever to exercise the powers of detenfion when there
is a practical alternative. HL Off, Rep. Vol.543 No.104

5. GUIDANCE ON THE ASSESSMENT OF ASYLUM CLAIMS
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5.1 The significance of Conventions other than the 1951 Convention and the
use of the accelerated procedure for the consideration of asylum claims.
(col.51)-





Opposition members have repeatedly suggested that somehow the Cove¡nment do
not honour conventions, simply because there is no ¡eference to those othe¡
conventions in the Bill's definition of "a claim to asylum". That is not the
case,....They have also suggested that applicants with a well founded fear of
persecution may be turned away at the port of entry following the accelerated
proceclure for considering their asylum applications. That is not the case eithe¡.

The acoelerated procedure will apply only to some groundless cases, where the
person is in detention, and in particular, to those who have arrived from safe
countries. In any case, on the oral hearing that would follow, the adjudicator will
be able to return the case to officials for further consideration if the¡e is any doubt
in his mind about persecution or personal suffering, or he can allow an appeal.

If the adjudicator advises immigration officials that the case should be further
considerecl, they would not be tied to the five-day proceedings.

Our asylum system is designed primarily to ensure the protection of refugees as
defined in the 1951 convention. In operating that system , \re ensu¡e that we do
not breach any of the UK's obligations under the other conventions and that we
respond to other compelling humanitarian factors in every case where such exist.

There is considerable overlap between cases that engage obligations under the
1951 convendon and those which involve issues undèr a¡ticle 3 of the Unired
Nations convention on torture. The rare cases which raise issues under any of
those conventions but do not fall within the 1951 convention , are appropriately
dealt with by the grant of exceptional leave to remain. That will be continue ro be
the case. None of the conventions is central to the determination of asylum
claims, and the European convention is conce¡ned with a far wider range of
human rights than the protection of individuals against persecution. HC
St.Comm.A. 12lIIl92

5.2 .A.ssessment by officials of conditions in the country of origin of asylum
applicants. (Col. 57) - It is important to distinguish between cases where
conditions are so bad that no one can be compelled to ¡eturn there and those in
which countries are assessed as safe, in the sense that no one can face
persecution the¡e. We do not take decisions of the latter kind. Obviously some
countries are less likely than others to produce refugees. We never ¡ule out ab
initio on nationality grounds, the possibility of refugee status. HC St,Comm.A.
L2lrtl92

5.3 Determination of claims for asylum (Col.58) - The key insrrument fo¡ thar
purpose is the 1951 convention on refugees and our determination of claims under
that convention is consistent with such obligations as we have accepted under
othe¡ conventions. (To extend the list in rhe way proposed and) to add a vague
requirement to conside¡ not only the instruments themselves but also their
principles and purposes would do nothing to srengthen the protection of genrìine
asylum seekers, but it would add complexity and confusion to both the
determination and the appeals process. HC St.Comm.A. l2llll92

5.4 The UNHCR Handbook on procedures and criteria for determining
refugee status (Col. 67) - The handbook is not legally binding; it offers an
interpretation of the terms used in the 1951 convention and makes suggestions for
procedures to be used in determining asylum claims. It has no official sratus unde¡





the convention. However, all asylum staff a¡e issued with a copy and our
procedures tend to be in line with it. HC St.Comm.^ l2/lll92

5.5 Contd. ( col. 67) - The system of asylum determination in Britain is open to
constant reappraisal and interpretation by the courts.....The staff of the asylum
division are guided by the convention, by the handbook and by judgmenrs made
in various cases that may be relevant to the case under conside¡ation. Obviously,
they are also guided by the particular circumstances relating to the individual
case. HC St.Comm.A. l2llll92

5.6 Group Travellers (Col.69) - ...paragraph 10 of the draft rules, ..make it clear
that any specific evidence produced by an individual to distinguish him from a
group must always be considered. Our explanatory material makes it clear that
the term should apply to people who are travelling together. HC St.Comm.A.
tzlltl92

5.7 contd. ( col.69) - It must be fo¡ the individual to distinguish themselves from
the group, othenvise they wíll be conside¡ed to be part of the group as I defined it
earlier. HC St.Comm.A. l2llll92

5.8 Information used in deciding câses (col. 141) - Of course asylum division
staff consider Amnesty Inte¡national reports, and they refer to embassies abroad
for information both on individual cases and the general background in countries
about which they are inquiring. It is not sensible to prescribe in rules the precise
type of information that they must use. They will always draw on everything they
know that is relevant to a case and they will look fo¡ more when they conside¡ it
necessary. They will continue to ask questions when they consider it important to
have that information. In law the burden of proof must remain on the appÌicant,
but the Home Office will always draw on existing general knowledge and launch
further inquires as and when necessa¡y. HC St.Comm.A . l7lLllg2

5.9 Where applicants are reticent or misleâding (cot.141) - The d¡aft rules
reflect the possibility that entirely genuine refugees may be reticent or, at rimes
actively misleading in the initial presentation of their cases... The draft ¡ules
make it clea¡ that if there is a reasonable explanation, those factors will not go
against the applicants credibility. Refusal is not by any means automatic in such
cases, but it is not practicable to draft rules in the general expectation thar we
will be lied to. It is right to set out the standa¡d that we expect and then be
prepared to make exceptions in individual cases when such exceptions are
justified. HC St.Comm.A. l7llll92

5.10 Asylum cases decided by..(col.51l) - Asylum applications made ar a porr
are not and will not be decided by immigration officers. All asylum cases must be
refer¡ed to the asylum division for consideration. HC St.Comm.A. 3ll2l92

5.11 Manifestly Unfounded; general principles (co1.566) - Manifestly
unfounded cases fall inro three categories. rhe first is the safe thi¡d-country cases,
when the applicant has previously been in a safe third country. There is nothing
new about the principle of rhe host third country. The second category is when rhe
grounds do not bear in any sense on the United Kingdom's obligations under the
United Nations convention: when for example, there is no expressed fear of
pe¡secution, and, therefore, asylum claims do not apply. The thi¡d category is
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when the application is frivolous or vexatious o¡ when no proper details are
provided on request. HC St.Comm,A. 3lL2l92

5.12 Claims made in safe third country (co1.567) - ..after the initial
questioning of the asylum seeker, it can, should and will become clear whethe¡
he has been denied an oppotunity to make a claim in a safe third country. The
purpose and spirit of the 1951 convention is not that an asylum seeker can
choose in which country he would prefer to make his application, but that he can
make his application in a safe country that has ratified the convention. HC
St.Comm.A. 3/12192

5.13 A "briefr stop in â fh¡rd country - defined (col. 567) - If a person enters
a safe third country prior to coming to another country and therefore, has an
opportunity to apply for asylum in that safe third country that has rarified and
abides by the convention, that country should deal with the asylum applicant.

The draft immigration rules make it clear it is the opportunity to seek protection
which is important not the length of stay. HC St.Comm. 3/12192

5.14 Compassit¡nafe evidence (col,703) - In case by case the adjudicator can
consider how heavily compassionate circumstances may weigh and can make
recommendations. Adjudicators cannot go beyond making such recommendations.
HC St.Comm.A L0ll2l92

5.15 Draft Rules: destruction of documents (col.35) - We do not expect an
applicant to lie to us, or to wait until the last possible moment before making his
claim, o¡ deliberately to dispose of his passport or orher documents.The fact that a

pa¡ticulff applicant has done any of these things will not automatically lead to
his refusal. We recognise that genuine refugees may be shocked by their
experiences and may be fo¡ced to use inegular and difficult means to escape from
their own counbries. The draft rules make clear that, wherever a reasonable
explanation is provided for behaviou¡ of this sort, it will not go against the
applicant. HC Off.Rep. Yol.213 No.64

5.16 Overlap between obligations under conventions (co1,546) - There is
considerable overlap between cases which involve our obligations under the 1951
convention and those which involve issues unde¡ Article 3 of the European
Convention on Human Rights or the United Nations convention against tornrre.
The rare cases which ¡aise issues under either of those conventions but do not fall
within the 1951 convention, are appropriately dealt with by the grant of
exceptional leave to ¡emain.. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.92

5.17 The duty to consider obligations under other conventions (co1.551) -
When a person applies for asylum and his case is conside¡ed, if it is found that it
is such that he cannot be granted asylum, the immigration officials have a duty ro
consider our obligations under the other conventions to see whether, if this person
is sent away, such action would contravene obligations under other inte¡national
conventions. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.92

5.18 Evidence in making assessments (co1.594) - ..the asylum division staff
must rely on a combination of factual information which is obtained from a
variety of sources and an assessment of the individual making the claim. In other
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words, the credibility of the asylum seeker is a key factor. HL Off.Rep/. Yo[542
No.92

5.19 Group applications (co1.595) - With regard to the proposals relating to
group refusals, it is not intended that the power should be used frequently. If no
one in a group claimed anything distinctive as an individual but ¡e1ied on the
general circumstances of the g¡oup and it was clear that those circumstances
raised nothing in relation to our convention obligations, we might refuse entry to
the group. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.92

5.20 Unaccompanied children (co1.596) - Children are not returned to any
country where it is not clear that there are adequate reception arrangements in
place which have been confirmed in advance. Indeed, few child¡en who ar¡ive
here are ever returned simply because of the problems which surround such
arrangements.

A claim for asylum must be assessed against the convention criteria. It does not
matte¡ whether you are a child o¡ an adult, the convention crite¡ia are the criteria
by which the asylum application must be considered. Due allowance must be
made and is made for the maturity and ability of the child to express himself.
Obviously reliance is placed on the assessment of social and welfare wo¡ke¡s.Hl
Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.92

5.21 Questions to be satisfied in determining asylum claims (co1.861) - The
asylum system is intended to protoct the life and f¡eedom of refugees,,..When a
person claims asylum, there are in essence two questions to be decided. The fi¡st
is, does he have a well-founded fea¡ of persecution on the grounds of race,
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion'Ì

If the answer to that question is "yes" , he is a refugee as defined in Article 1 of
the 1951 convention. If he is a refugee , the second question is whether, if he
were required to leave this country he would have to go to a country where his
life o¡ f¡eedom would be threatened on account of one of these factors. If the
answer to this seoond question is also "yes", then his removal would be contra¡y
to the United Kingdom's obligations under Article 33 of the convention. Those are
the issues to which those who are responsible for deciding asylum applications
must address their minds. Those are the issues which are covered by the grounds
of appeal set out in Clause 8. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No. 94

5.22 Asylum status outside the immigration rules (Co1.137) -(Comments
made in the context of the Bosnian visa application cases presented by Alert)
They were assessed on the same basis as any other application for entry
clearance. The first question to be asked is whether they qualify under any of the
normal categories of the existing rules. If a person asks to come to this country as
an asylum seeker - and that was written into every one of the applications - that
is considered outside the rules. In that situation the criteria are, first, whether the
person is prima facie a refugee within the terms of the 1951 convention and
secondly, whethe¡ the United Kingdom is a more appropriate country of refuge
than whe¡e the person is now. HC St.Comm.A. I0llU92

5.23 Credibility of asylum claimants (co1,677) - ....the &aft lules are 1'r an.recl in
conditional language. Some factors may count against an applicanr if no
¡easonable explanation is given. If a credible explanation is forthcoming,
applicants may considerably enhance the strength of their claim to asylum.
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However bizarre the behaviour may have been, if the¡e is c¡edible explanation,
that will be taken into account, and so it should be. HC Off.Rep. Vol.216 No.98

5.24 Immigration Rule 7 /Asylum Seekers Credibitity (cot. 117) -..in
determining asylum applications the Secretary of State will have regard to
matters whìch, if no ¡easonable explanation is adduced, may damage an asylum
applicant's credibility....Such matte¡s include whether the applicant has failed to
apply forthwith, and so on. The point is that a ¡easonable explanation must be
forthcoming, but the disc¡etion is in the rule. HC St.Comm.A. l7llll92

6. SAFE THIRD COUNTRIES and THE INTERNAL FLIGHT
ALTERNATIVE

6.1 In the context of the current issue of short stay visa applications by
people in former Yugoslav¡a, in cases where it is impossible to apply for a
visa while still in that country. Äpplicants may travel to another country in
order to make an application to Britain. What is the effect of the third
Country rule. (col. 49) Such refugees may apply elsewhere. I cannot speak for
the Austrian authorities and say what requirements they would place upon
refugees but people simply travelling through another country with the appropriate
documents, will not be regarded as having stayed there for the purposes of the
third country removal criteria. HC St. Comm.A l2llll92

6.2 The Nearest Safe Country (cot.136) - The hon. Membe¡.. described a
scenario in which a country was in conflict and the nearest British entry
clearance post at an embassy was in territory held by those opposing the forces in
, for example the south of that country. The answer is that the individual should
tum fo¡ the nea¡est safe country to apply for asylum. Nothing in the Geneva
convention says that a person who is a refugee as defined under the terms of the
1951 convention should decide which country he wishes to go to. HC
St.Comm.A. llllll92

6.3 Refusal on the third - country ground (col, f41) - ( in answer to whethet
the Home Secretary in refusing on thar ground that the third country will not send
the applicant elsewhere in breach of the principles of the 1951 convenrion)...
The Home Secretary can dispense with consultation with that third country..only if
he can be so satisfied on the basis of past experience and on the basis of any
specific information available. HC St.Comm,A. lTlll/92

6.4 The Dublin convention (co1.142) - The¡e is no inconsistency between the
rules and the Dublin convenrion, which is an agreement of mutual responsibilities
between member states of the European Community.... The rules express general
principles that would be supplemented by more specific arrangements, such as
the Dublin convention when that is in force. The convenrion recognises that
member states may choose to send asylum applicants to other countries in a
manner consistent with their obligations unde¡ the Geneva convention. I{C
St.Comm.Ä. L7llll92

6.5 Returning an applicant to a host third country ( col. 515) -The¡e is no
requirement under the convention that a country retuming an applicant to a host
third country must make individual inquiries about conditions in that country.
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Return will depend on knowledge of past events and specific advice offered by
UNHCR. It is not necess¿ìry to have prior consultations with the third country
.However if an applicant offe¡ed reasons why a third country would not be
appropriate as part of his submissions, they would be conside¡ed when deciding
whethe¡ to accept the application . HC St.Comm.^, 3ll2l92

6.6 (co1.515) - When a person's refugee status has not been established and the
application is not fo¡ us to resolve because the person has travelled here via other
countries, we may ¡etu¡n him to a safe third country provided that we are satisfied
that that country will not return the applicant to his country of origin in breach of
the 1951 convention. If the thi¡d country subscribes to the 1951 convention, we
shall have a fairly good idea of the procedures that will be followed. HC
St.Comm.A,. 3lI2l92

6.7 Manifestly Unfounded; general principles (co1.566) - Manifestly unfounded
cases fall into three categories. The first is the safe third-country cases, when the
applicant has previously been in a safe thi¡d counrry. There is nothing new about
the principle of the host third country. The second caregory is when the grounds do
not bea¡ in any sense on the United Kingdom's obligations under the United
Nations convention; when for example, there is no expressed fear of persecution,
and, therefo¡e, asylum claims do not apply. The third category is when the
application is frivolous or vexatious or when no proper details are provided on
request. HC St.Comm.A. 3/12192

6.8 Claims made in safe third country (co1.567) - ..after the initial questioning
of the asylum seeker, it can, should and will become clea¡ whethe¡ he has been
denied an opportunity to make a claim in a safe third country. The purpose and
spirit of the 1951 convention is not that an asylum seeke¡ can choose in which
country he would prefer to make his application, but that he can make his
application in a safe country that has ¡atified the convention. HC St.Comm.A.
3l12l92

6.9 A I'brief' stop in a third country - defined (col. 567) - If a person enters a
safe third country prior to coming to another country and therefore, has an
opportunity to apply for asylum in that safe third country that has rarified and
abides by the convention, that country should deal with the asylum applicant.

The draft immigration rules make it clear it is the opportunity to seek prorection
which is important not rhe length of stay. HC St.Comm.A,. 3ll2l92

6.10 Immigration Rule 9 /Flight from persecufion within the country of
origin (col. 140) - That is not a new concepr and is already recognised by British
courts as a ¡easonable approach. It is important to emphasise that ¡efusal is never
automatic under that approach - it is always necessary to consider whether it is
reasonable to expect an individual to go ro another part of the same country. HC
St.Comm.À. l7llll92

6.11 Waiver of fhe Third Country rule (co1.599) - It is already our pracrice to
waive our normal third country policy if a person arriving he¡e can sho."v thar he
has close ties with this country. It is not possible to specify exactly what these
might be in every case, as situations vary so much. However as a general rule,
immediate family members might constitute such a tie, particularly if there were
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a degree of dependency on such family members involved. HL Off.Rep. Yol542
No.92

6.12 Third Country - is it safe ? (co1.599) - ..the Sec¡etary of Srare musr first
satisfy himseif that the third country is indeed safe - in othe¡ words that the
applicant would not be at risk there and that it would not send the applicanr
elsewhe¡e in b¡each of the 1951 convention.I{L Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.92

7. CREDIBILITY OF ASYLUM APPLICANTS

7.1 Compassionate evidence (col. 703) - In case by case the adjudicator can
consider how heavily compassionate circumstances may weigh and can make
recommendations. Adjudicators cannot go beyond making such
¡ecommendations.HC St.Comm.A, l0l12/92

7.2 Draft Rules: destruction of documents (col.35) - We do nor expect an
applicant to lie to us, or to wait until the last possible moment before making his
claim, o¡ deliberately to dispose of his passport or other documents. The fact that a
particular applioant has done any of these things will not automatically lead to
his refusal. We recognise that genuine refugees may be shocked by their
experiences and may be forced to use irregulü and difficult means to escape from
thei¡ own countries. The draft ¡ules make clear that, wherever a reasonable
explanation is provided for behaviour of this son, it will not go against the
applicant. HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64

7,3 Credibility of asylum claimants (co1.677) - ....the d¡aft rules are framed in
conditional language, Some facto¡s may count against an applicant if no
reasonable explanation is given. If a credible explanation is forthcoming,
applicants may considerably enhance the strength of their claim to asylum.
However biza¡re the behaviour may have been, if there is credible explanation,
that will be taken into account, and so it should be.[IC Off.Rep. Vol.216 No.98

7.4 Evidence in making âssessments (co1.594) - ..the asylum division staff musr
rely on a combination of factual information which is obtained from a variety of
sources and an assessment of the individual making the claim. In othe¡ words, the
credibility of the asylum seeker is a key factor. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No,92

8. FINGERPRINTING
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8.1 Fingerprinting (Co1.192) - The fingerprint is to establish rhe person's
identity so that he can be issued with an original containing a photograph. The
main aim is to ensure an authoritative basis for issuing documentation. The DSS
will work as now, from our documents but on a sure¡ basis. There is no question of
passing fingerprints around. They will be held in our records...When doubt or
confusion a¡ises we can call in a holder of a document for re -fingerprinting. It is
an opportunity to ensure a bettet system of personal identification. HC
ST.Com..A. I9llll92





8.2 (co1.195) - The Government is not seeking to give the Home Olfice powers
to take someone who has been detained at a social security office away for
fingerprinting. That is not set out in the Bill. HC St.Comm.A. l9llll92

As far as the Home Office is conoerned, the person must be an asylum seeker to
be fingerprinted. There is no provision for the Home Office to expand its authority
and fingerprint anyone on suspicion of being an asylum seeke¡. That is not the
power sought in the Bil1.

8.3 (col. 196) - The fingerprinting power is triggered only by making an asylum
application. The Bill affords no power to fingerprint DSS claimants who have not
claimed asylum. The key point is to ensure that one person cannot get hold of
more than one standard acknowledgement letter. HC St.Comm.A. L9llIl92

8,4 (col. 197) - The DSS may contact the immigration and nationality department
seeking to establish someone's identity. For example someone may forge the
picture on a document and clarification would be sought. It is not a matter of
¡outinely calling somebody back in. HC St.Comm.A. l9llll92

8.5 (co1.204i205) - [clause 3] sub section (5) provides fo¡ the minimum necessary
to secure compliance. No criminal offence or other penalties are involved. The
power of arrest lasts only undl prints are taken and the person is then free to go.
HC St.Comm.A.l9llll92

8.6 (col. 2091210) - The power to give a w¡itten notice requiring a person to
attend to have his fingerprints taken is intended to be used when it is not possible
to take fingerprints at the time the claim is made, for example, if the claim is
made at a port where facilities for fingerprinting are not available. In such
circumstances, the notice would usually be handed to the applicant and , if he or
she does not understand english, its contents would be explained through an
interpreter. It is not our intention that the Home Office should routinely be sending
through the post notices unde¡ subsection 1(b). HC St.Comm.A. I9llIl92

8.7 Fingerprinting children (co1.223) - It is not anticipated thar it will be
necessary to fingerprint every child, and we do not intend to fingerprint very
young children. However the¡e will be circumstances in which it is necessary for
identification purposes and desirable in the child's inte¡ests, and it is impo¡tant
that we should have the power to be able to fingerprint without unnecessary
hindrances resulting from complex exceptions. HC St.Comm. 

^. 
l9/lll92

8.8 Fingerprinting British citizens (co1.226) - We do not intend ro use the
power to take fingerprints from British citizens.The word 'dependant' refers as it
does in the immigration rules, to a pe¡son whose immigration status depends on
that of the main applicant. Although a Bútish citizen might be the spouse of an
asylum seeker, he or she would not a dependant unde¡ the Bill because his or he¡
right to remain in Britain does not depend on the outcome of the asylum
claim.HC St.Comm.A. l9lIIl92

8.9 Fingerprinting, general intention (co1.239) - in a reference to a letter sent
by the Parliamentary Under Secretary to the Horì. Member for Nottingham, North.
" In case there is any confusion, I should make it ciear that the fingeryrinting
power is intended to prevent people from making multiple applications for asylum
in o¡der to obtain more than one standard acknowledgement lette¡, not multiple
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applications for benefit using the standa¡d acknowledgement letter" HC
St.Comm.A. 24llll92

8.10 Fin gerprints/Local authorities (co1.263) - ..there is no quesrion of giving
fingerprints to local authorities. The Home Office's role will be limited to
confirming the status of named individuals. It wili not open the doo¡s to their
fingerprints records. HC St.Comm,A. 24llll92

8.11 Local authorities ând Standard Acknowledgement Letters(SAl)
(cot.294) - The local authority will not need to see a SAL befo¡e deciding on an
asylum seeker's request for accommodation. The SAL is intended to confirm to
the Department of Social security that a claim for asylum has been made.
Applicants will not have to await the completion of fîngerprints checks, if they
cannot be conducted immediately, before claiming benefit. HC St.Comm.A.
241til92

8.12 Fingerprinting (co1.110) - Immigration department fingerprinting records
will be held separately from police reco¡ds. The¡e will be no possibility of trawls
being made through the asylum records. HC Off.Rep. Vol.213 No,64

8.13 Fingerprinting (col.122l) - Taking fingerprints will ensu¡e thar one person
can obtain only one standard acknowledgement letter which the Department of
Social Security will expect to see produced when benefit is clea¡ed. The¡e is no
question of the DSS fingerprinting applicants.

I am a happy to repeat the assurance that ¡ecords will be kept enti¡ely separarely
from police records. There will be no question of the police trawling through
immigration ¡ecords. But that does not rule out answering specific enquires from
the police, for example to assist in identifying a body. HL Off.Rep. Vol.541 No.
M

8.14 (co1.198) - Re-fingerprinting asylum applicants ro check identity at the
request of other government depaltrnents/local authorities- It is not intended in
such a scenario that an asylum applicant would be routinely called back in.......For
example, someone may forge the picture on a document and cla¡ification would
be sought. It is not a quesrion of routinely calling someone back in. HC
St.Comm.A. l0lLll92

8.15 (Contd. Col.198) - I make it absolutely clea¡ that we are not talking about
anybody being sent back to the immigration and nationality department...To keep
to the example, let us suppose that an applicants identily is doubted by the
Department of Social Security. They may ¡equest that his identity as an asylum
applicant be determined and be made clear,. Nothing in the Bill would give the
Home Office scope for broadening its brief to fingerprint or to investigate other
people for any other Government Department or for any person. HC St.Comm,A.
t9ltu92

8.16 (Co|.206) - Fingerprinting would be used in every asylum case so there
would not be the same need to exercise discretion as there is unde¡ the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act 1984. fIC St.Comm.Ä. l9llll92

8.17 (co1.210) - Clearly, a norice requiring a person to amend to have his
fingerprints t¿ken would state the power under which he is required ro do so, as
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well as pointing the consequences of hìs failing to comply with the notice. HC
St.Comm.A. L9llll92

8.18 Fingerprinting children (co1.225) - There would be absolutely no
objection to an adult being present HC St.Comm.A. l9llIl92

8.I9 (Co1.262) - Asylum seekers are likely to have no identification, as recent
history proves, or no ¡ecords in this country to coûoborate their claimed identity.
The¡e is no intention to start fingerprinting people who a¡e not claiming asylum.
We will not use the powers under the Immigration Act 197i more widely in
relation to other passengers. HC St,Comm.A. l9llll92

9. HOUSING AND ASYLUM SEEKERS

9.1 Asylum seekers and f he Homelessness Legislation (col. 292) -..the Bill's
purpose is to limit an asylum seeker's rights under the homelessness
legislation until such time as his sratus is determined. We should not rely solely
on the asylum seeker to provide the information required to make the provision
effective.

The Hon. Member...refer¡ed ro rhe penalties under section 74 of the Housing Act
1985. My advice is rhat rhat does not cove¡ offences in ¡elation to those wandng
asylum seeker status. HC St.Comm.A. 24llll92

9.2 (col. 294) - It is importanr to stress that local authorities have a legal duty to
provide from the outset at least temporary accommodation for those presenting
themselves as homeless. They cannot refuse to deal with people. HC
St.Comm.A. 24llll92

9.3 Local authorities and Standard Acknowledgement Letters(SAl)
(co1.294) - The local aurhority will not need to see a SAL befo¡e deciding on an
asylum seeker's request for accommodation. The SAL is intended to confirm to
the Department of Social Scculity that a claim for asylum has been made.
Applicants will not have to await the completion of fingerprints checks, if they
cannot be conducted immediately, before claiming benefit. HC St.Comm.A.
24lttl92

9.4 Clause 4 general purpose (co1.309) - Mr. Squire - The purpose of the clause
is to ensure that an asylum seeker cannot acquire a right to be allocated
permanent accommodation under the homelessness legislation until his right to
remain in this country has been established. HC St,Comm.A. 24llllgz

9.5 Temporary Accommodation (co1.309/310) - The rerm "however remporary"
is used in clause 4(l)(b) in distinction to rhe requirements of pan III of the Acr,
under which authorities are required to secure permanent accommodation for
persons who are not intentionally homeless and who are in priority need.

The meaning of "howeve¡ temporary" could be that someone staying with friends
o¡ in hotel accommodation might not be regarded as homeless if it we¡e
reasonable fo¡ him to continue to occupy that accommodation. The provisions of
the Housíng Act 1985 that ¡elate to threatened homelessness also apþly. ...Under
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the Bill therefore, the autho¡ity would have no duty until the applicant had
nowhere to stay after which it would have a duty to intervene under the
homelessness legislation.
...there is no duty on a local authority to provide pennanent accommodation,
although there is nothing ro prevent it from doing so, if that is what it wants. HC
St.Comm.A. 24llll92

9.6 Code of Guidance for LA (co1.310 )- We want ro ensure that guidance is
updated to take account of the consequences of the Bill.

..I want LAs to be given the best possible advice on how to interprer the code of
guidance. HC St.Comm.A. 24llll92

9.7 "Available for his occupation" (co1.311) - The idea of availability is
intended as a defence against someone making himself intentionally homeless to
take advantage of homelessness provisions. The same applies under the Bill. I
would expect LAs to apply the same tests. It is right to treat asylum applicants in
a simila¡ way as other homeless applicants.

The Bill makes it clear that accommodation must be reasonable to occupy.

....above all, authorities would be expected to ensure that all temporary
accommodation would meet acceptable standards of facilities, health and
hygiene. HC St.Comm.A 24llLl92

9.8 Temporary Accommodation and Duties of social services under the
Children Act 1989 (co1.313) - Q. On the quesrion of temporary accommodarion,
will the minister confirm that the Bill does not undermine the duties of social
services departments under the Child¡en's Act 1989 in respect of children in need
and unaccompanied refugee children ?
A.(Mr., Squire) - I believe rhat the point is correct and I have now received
confirmation that it is.

The accommodation must be reasonable for the ci¡cumstances of the asylum
seeke¡ and those who would ¡easonably be expected to reside with him. HC St
Comm.A. 24llIl92

9.9 col. 319) - A person's status as an asylum seeke¡ will remain until all
applications and appeals have been exhausted. The¡eafter, if the appeal has been
dismissed, the person will normally be required to leave the country. The Home
Office will not ask anyone to leave the counrry while an appeal is ûnresolved. HC
St.Comm. A 24llll92

9.10 Changed circumstances (co1.320) - If circumstances have changed, the
authority should look anew at the conditions and the case for priority nèed at the
time of reassessment. Once status has been granted and the aiylum seeker has
permission to remain in this counrry, it is right and proper that he should be
considered on the same basis as any other applicant. HC St,Comm.A. 24lll,lg2

9.11 (co1.321) - I am advised thar asylum-seeking families do not have ro
reapply,.they a¡e deemed to have reapplied. What happens does not depend on
them doing anything. Consideration is based on the ciicumstances at thè time of
the deemed application. (NB further clarification whethe¡ the application is
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considered based on the information provided at the time of the original
application o¡ at the time of the deemed application was to be provided in a letter
direct to Mr. Corbyn) HC St.Comm.A.24llll92

9.12 Confidentiality of homelessness applications (co1.324) - We shall provide
guidance to authorities on the handling of homelessness applications made by
asylum seekers, which wiil stess the need to maintain confidentiality. HC
St.Comm.A 24llll92

9.13 (co1.325) - I emphasise that under the Bili inquiries must be made in writing
from nominated individuals in local authorities, That defence is important. HC
St.Comm.A 24llll92

9.14 (col. 326) - "|he praotice is not set out in rhe Bill - it will be an operating
practice. The much mentioned guidance document will cover the question of
dealing with inquiries in writing. I stress that it is not expected that third parties
would be able to b¡eak through the confidentiality that both sides of the
committee would wish to have respected. HC St.Comm,A 24llll92

9,15 Housing applications made by asylum seekers before the Bill comes
into effect (co1.374) - I should make it clear that by virtue of the transitional
provisions in paragraph 8 of schedule 1, homelessness applications made before
the legislation comes into force a¡e unaffected by the housing provisions
contained in it. So anyone who had made an application unde¡ the Housing Act
1985 before commencement would have that application considered under the
terms of the 1985 Act regardless of these provisions. If the ourcome of that
application was that they were entitled to be housed in permanent
accommodation, nothing in what would by then be the Asylum and Immigration
Appeals Act 1993 could detract from that entitlement. HC St.Comm.A 26111192

9.16 British spouscs of asylum seekers (co1.375) - The British spouse of an
asylum seeker will continue to enjoy full rights under the Housing Act 1985 and
cannot and will not be classed as a dependant under the Home Office
immigration rules or for the purposes of this Bill. HC St.Comm.A. 26111192

9.17 The 28 day rule in the Housing Act 1985 (co1.387) - The 28 day rule is
part of the 1985 Act. The Act is qualified in part by the Bill, but that aspect is
not. The legal advice which I have received is thar it is not necessary merely to
¡epeat in new legislation provisions in existing legislation if the new legislation
does not affect them. HC St,Comm.A.26111192

9.18 12 month stay of secure tenancy (col. 388) -'fhe 72 monrh delay is not
mandatory and schedule 1(6) allows a landlo¡d to give security ea¡lier if he so
wishes. HC St.Comm.A. 26111192

9.19 (col. 389) - Schedule I s.6(i )(b).. "beginning with the dare on which the
landlord is supplied with written information" -"supplied " would be equivalent to
"received by the iandlord by normal post". HC St.Comm.A. 26111192

9.20 Information supplied in writing (co1.401) - All requests for information
about whether a person is an asylum seeker would be in writing and only in
writing. My. hon. Fdend the Home Secretary intends that his officials will deal
only with written inquiries from locaÌ authoriries. HC St.Comm.A 26111192
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9.21 (co1.402) - If the applicant were an asylum seeker, the Home Office would
automatically notify the local authority in writing of the outcome of the case
when it is finally determined. HC St.Comm. 26111192

9.22 The Role of Local Authority Offïcers (co1.293) - We recognise the worry
about confidentiality and the possible enforcement ¡ole of local authority officers.
We shall issue new advice to local authorities on that. HC St.Comm. 24llllg2

9.23 (co1.298) - A British citizen who marries an asylum seeker will not be a
dependant for the purposes of the Bill. HC St.Comm.A. 24lIIl92

9.24 The LA Code of Guidance - (col. 313) - When the Bill becomes law, we
shall update the code of guidance which is an important tool fo¡ local aurhoriry
housing management. HC St.Comm.A, 24llll92

9.25 Suitability of Accommodation for children - (co1.313) - The
acoommodation must be reasonable in the ci¡cumstances of the asylum seeker
and those who might reasonably be expected to ¡eside with him. HC St.Comm.A
241Iil92

9.26 Local Authorities Duty before an asylum application decided (co1.334) -
The cÌause modifies the local authority's duty, particularly during the period
before an asylum application is determined...it provides that an aurhority will not
have a duty to secure accommodation for an asylum seeker unless it is satisfied
that there is no ¡easonable accommodation, even temporary accommodation
available to him. If the asylum seeker has no such accommodation and meers the
test of priority need under the homelessness legislation, the local authority must
provide him with temporary accommodation until the asylum application is
decided. HC St.Comm.A. 24lIll92

9.27 Qualifying periods for secure or âssured tenancies for asylum seekers
(co1.386) - Unde¡ paragraph 6 of schedule 1, the qualifying period after which a
secure or assured tenancy is granted to someone who has been an asylum seeker
would sta¡t f¡om the rime that he ceases to be an asylum seeker....Schedule 1(6)
of the Bill reflects what is already contained in paragraph 4 of schedule 1 to the
1985 Act for the generality of applicants.

The purpose of the 12 month period is to enable a local authority, if it chooses, to
place an homeless family in petmanent accommodation at once and before it has
completed all its enquiries about eligibility unde¡ the legislation. Given this
provision, the authority can do that without the risk that,once established, that
family could not be ¡emoved if it was subsequently found that it was not entitled
to such accommodation - for example if it had intentionally made itself homeless.
HC St.Comm.A.24llIl92
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10. THE ROLE OF IMMIGRATION OFFICERS

10.1 The Role of immigration officers (co1.142) - It is important to emphasise
that immigration office¡s do not decide asylum applications; their role is to gather
information for the asylum division at Quest House. HC St.Comm.A.17l11/92

10.2 Administrative arrangements for the first record of an asylum
appl¡cat¡on (co1,377) - I am advised that normally, an application made the point
of entry will be logged at once. The applicant will know rhat that has happened.
Otherwise an acknowledgement - not a decision- will be sent by post within a few
days of application. Someone whose application is not logged at the point of entry
may also expect a postal reply. He wi'll be entitled to inquire of the authorities
whether the application has been ¡eceived if it has not been acknowledged in a
few weeks. That would give an applicant assu¡ance that he was on the list. HC
St.Comm.A. 26llll92

10.3 Asylum cases decided by..(co1.511) - Asylum applications made at a porr
a¡e not and wili not be decided by immigration officers. All asylum cases must be
¡efer¡ed to the asylum division for consideration. HC St.Comm.A. 3ll2lg2

10.4 Passengers who ask for asylum after being refused leave to enter.(col.
512) - That should not cause problems. Rule 4 of the draft immigration rules
makes it clear that the immigration office¡ would again refuse leave to enter
when asylum was refused. The appeal clock starts at that point -upon refusal of
the asylum application. It does not relate to the ¡efusal on the ea¡lier
application,..HC St.Comm.A. 3/12192

10.5 Explanatory statements (co1.512) - On the question of explanatory
statoments, the refusal notice should give a full account of the reasons for the
decision. It will be simila¡ to the notices currently given in port cases or the
material provided in explanatory statements in appeals. HC St.Comm.A. 3lI2l92

10.6 (co1.513) - At the point of issue of a refusal norice a full account of the
¡easons will be provided and every effort will be made to ensure thar they are
fully understood by the applicant. HC St,Comm.A,3ll2l92

10.7 Lord Donaldson Of Lymington commenting on Clause 11 which adds
to sub-section 3B to section 13 (the primary right of appeal section in the
Immigration Act 1971) (col.-1170) - At the end of the clause appear the words:

"A person shall not be entitled to appeal against a refusal of leave to enter Ìf the
refusal is on any of those grounds."
Those of us who have dealt with immigration cases know thar the proposed
immigrant is given a piece of paper on which the¡e is a blank to be filted by the
immigration office¡....Is the Minister seriously saying that if the immigration
officer fills in that blank saying that rhe applicant or his dependant does not hold
a ¡elevant document required by the immigration rules thar is the end of the
matter ? Is he seriously saying that if the applicant ol a person whose dependant
he is has not satisfied me of some requirement of the immigration rules, or as ro
his age, nationality or citizenship, then that is the end of the matter? There is
either a naiveté or an anogance in the attitude of the Home Office that its
immigration officers must inevitably be right. Yet if they are not right, what is to
happen ?
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I hope that the answer, if the applicant is properly advised, is that he should
immediately apply to the High Court for judicial review on rhe ground rhat
Parliament never inrended ro take away an existing right of appeal on the footing
that it had gone whether the decision maker was right or wrong. That was
explored in this House in its judicial capacity in a case called Kwaja. It was laid
down that in cases where a jurisdiction or lack of jurisdiction depends on what is
described as a precedent fact, the courts will entertain a challenge to the
existence or non-existence of that precedent fact and the burden of proof will be
on the Home Office to prove or disprove it. HL Off.Rep. Vol.541 No.84

10.8 Refusals by immigration officers (co1.1223) - Nobody will claim that
immigration officers are infallible. But with regard to the type of case mentioned,
I believe that the likelihood is extremely small, especially since refusal of leave
must be confirmed by a senior officer. The onus is on the passenger who is
seeking entry to produce a passport or other documentary evidence which shows
that he qualifies. If he cannot do so, his appeal at present is bound to fail. The
judicial review will remain a remedy of lasr resorr. HL Off.Rep. Vol.541 No.84

11. ASYLUM APPEAL RIGHTS; Procedurat Matfers

11.1 (co|.319) - A person's status as an asylum seeke¡ will remain until all
applications and appeals have been exhausted. The¡eafter, if the appeat has been
dismissed, the pe¡son will normally be required to leave the country. The Home
Office will not ask anyone to leave the country while an appeal is unresolved. HC
St.Comm.A 24llll92

11.2 Passengers who ask for asylum after being refused leave to enter,(col,
512) - That should not cause problems. Rule 4 of the d¡aft immigration rules
makes it clear that the immigration officer would again refuse leave to enter
when asylum was refused. The appeal clock sta¡ts at that point -upon refusal of
the asylum application. It does not ¡elate to the refusal on the earlier applicarion,..
HC St.Comm.A 3/12192

11.3 Explanatory statements (co1.512) - On the question of explanatory
statements, the refusal notice should give a full account of the reasons for the
decision. It will be similar to the notices currently given in port cases or the
material provided in explanatory sratements in appeals. HC St.Comm.A. 3ll2lg2

11.4 (co1.513) - At the point of issue of a refusal notice a full account of the
reasons wiil be provided and every effort will be made ro ensure that rhey are
fully understood by the applicant. HC St.Comm.^ 3ll2l92

11.5 Asylum seeker's right of appeal against deportation order (col.52l) -
For the first time an asylum seeker, against whom an deportation order has been
made, will be able to appeal against a refusal to revoke the deportation order
while he is still in the United Kingdom. He will have that right if the o¡der was
made under section 3(6) of the 197i Act on the recommendation of a court, or if
it was made unde¡ clause 3(5) of the Bill and he has not previously made an
appeal on asylum grounds against the decision to make the order. Befo¡e he can
be ¡emoved from this country, an asylum seeker faced with deportation will have
a right of appeal either before or after the orde¡ is made. HC St.Comm,A. 3ll2lgz
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11.6 Appeals under Clause 7(3Xb) (co1.557) - The availability of appeals under
clause 7(3) (b) will ensure that those recommended for deportation by a court can
renew their asylum claims. The point of the appealing unde¡ the clause is that,
uniquely, revocation will be conside¡ed before the depoftation order is enforced
and that person is still in the country.

Objections to the clause a¡e rooted in subsections (5) and (6) [of section 15
Immigration Act 1971.1, which paved the way for treating asylum appeals
differently from those generally dealt with by the immigration appeals system.
The differences will be provided by schedule 2 and the separate appeals
procedure rules. The point at issue in clause 7 is whethe¡ they should be different.
Section 15(5) of the 1971 Act, under which a person must be overseas when
revocation is conside¡ed applies to appeals under section 15 and not to appeals
under clause 7 of the Bill. The point, which I am putting in a ¡ather confused
fashion, is that clause 7 supersedes the previous provisions. HC St.Comm.A
sl12l92

11.7 .Accelerated procedure (co1.569 cf col.Sl) - The acoele¡ated procedure in
paragraph 4 of schedule 2 applies to porr, deportation and iliegal entry cases
which a¡e certified to be without foundation. The two day time limit for appealing
provided in the d¡aft procedure rules applies to po.t 

"usei 
that are withoui' "

foundation and whe¡e the applicant is detained. HC St.Comm.A. 3/12192

12. ASYLUM APPEAL RIGIITS ; General

12.1 Asylum seeker's right of appeal against deportation order (co1.521) -
For the first time an asylum seeker, against whom an deportation order has been
made, will be able to appeal against a refusal to revoke the deportation order
while he is still in the United Kingdom. He will have rhat righr ìf the order was
made under section 3(6) of the 1971 Act on the recommendation of a court, or if
it was made under clause 3(5) of the Bill and he has not previously made an
appeal on asylum grounds against the decision to make the orde¡. Befo¡e he can
be ¡emoved f¡om this country, an asylum seeker faced with deportation will have
a right of appeal either before o¡ after the order is made. HC St.Comm.A 3/12192

12.2 clause 6 - Protection of Claimants From Deportation (co1.637) - [The new
clausel complements the provisions already contained in schedule 2 of the Bi1l,
which affo¡ds the same protection during the period when an asylum appeal is
pending. The new clause does not represent any change in policy o¡ practice on
ou¡ pa¡t; but ....., may I say that it puts into statutory form the practice ìvhich
exists. HC Off.Rep Vol,216 No.98

12.3 contd..(co1.642) - The Bill provides rhar someone should not be ¡emoved
f¡om this country pending the determination of an appeal. As I have explained,
the new clause makes statutory our policy that no one will be required to be
removed from this country until his application is determined. The combined
effect will be to cover the period of between a decision being taken and a
possible appeal being filed. The time limit for appeals will be allowed to run
before anyone is required to leave this counrry. HC Off.Rep.Vol.2l6 No.98
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12.4 Unauthorised removals (co1.665) - I am pleased ro say rhere is no
evidence that immigration offïce¡s have been involved in unauthorised removals
which would be contrary to their instructions....

It is equally unacceptable that airlines should seek physically to prevent a
passenger from approaching immigration control. Once the passenger has arrived
in the United Kingdom it is too late for the airline to ask itself whethe¡ it should
have carried that passenger. HC Off.Rep,Vol.2l6 No.98

12.5 Removal Pending outstanding claim (col. 1150) -Clause 6 prohibits the
removal from the United Kingdom of a person who has an outstanding claim fo¡
asylum. This clause, which simply confirms our existing policy and practice, was
added during the Report stage of this Bill in anothe¡ place. It complements
provisions which were already in the second schedule ro the Bill and which
plohlbi! the removal of a person who has a pending asylum appeal. HL Off,Rep.
Vol.541 No.84

13. ASYLUM APPEAL RIGHTS; Special Ad.iudicators

13.1 Appeal rights for those seeking entry clearance deemed outside the
immigration rules (co1.166) - The people whose applications have been ¡efused,
have a right of appeal but because the cases are conside¡ed outside the
immigrations rules, the adjudicator can make only recommendations and cannot
determine the cases....(col. 167) - Nothing in rhe Bill would abolish appeals on
applications for entry clea¡ance considered outside the immigration rules. HC
St.Comm.A 19llll92

13.2 Further clarification provided in (col. 1.68) - The appeal process for those
ylo are refused would be against the refusal of entry clearance. That is the point.
Whether it be as a visito¡ would depend on what the applicant has requested...If
asylum is mentioned in an application it is considered outside the rules.

An adjudicator considering an appeal in such a case is bound ro refuse it on the
basis that there is no provision in the rules. .,The adjudicator may recommend
discretionary ffeatment ourside the rules. HC St.Comm.A lgllllg2

13.3 Special adjudicators (col. 668) - Paragraph 4 sers up a special procedure
for appeals against refusal of entry, ¡efusal to revoke a deponation order or
directions for ¡emoval as an illegal entry where the Secretary of State certifies
the asylum claim to be without foundation. Where a special adjudicator ag¡ees
with thar view, the¡e is no further appeal to the tribunal. Whe¡e he does not agree,
he may either allow or dismiss the appeal or he may refer the case back to thè
Secretary of State for reconsiderarion. HC Off.Rep. Vol.216 No.98

14. ASYLUM APPEAL RIGHTS; Time Limits
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14.1 The two day limit (co1.511) - The two day limit applies to port cases only
in which the notice is served in person. In effect, that means thati relates to





someone who has been detained, but only when the Secretary of State has
certified that the claim is without foundation. HC St. Comm.A.3ll2l92

14.2 Passengers who ask for asylum after being refused leave to enter.(col.
512) - That should not cause problems. Rule 4 of the draft immigration rules
makes it clea¡ that the immigration office¡ would again refuse leave to enter
when asylum was refused. The appeal clock starts at that point -upon refusal of
the asylum application. It does not relate to the ¡efusal on the ea¡lie¡ application,
HC St.Comm.A.3112192.

14.3 Appeals; the 48 hour limit (col.29) - In all those cases whe¡e the officer
certifies that there is a manifestly unfounded claim, there will be 48 hours in
which to challenge that decision. HC Off.Rep.Vol.213 No.64

14.4 Contd..(col.29) - The first stage will be the initial decision by the official
involved. Where an officer gives a ¡efusal to admit at a port, two days will be
given to appeal. The only people who will be caught by the 48-hour rule will be
those who go bofore the adjudicator and it is held that there is a manifestly
unfounded claim. They will be returned to thek country. That is the streamlined
procedure. HC Off.Rep.Vol.2l3 No.64

14,5 Contd..(col.30) - The only people subjecr ro the 48 -hour rule a¡e those who
have been given a notice at the port and are held in detendon there or rhose
whose application is turned down on the basis that the claim is manifestly
unfounded. They then have 48 hours in which to satisfy an adjudicator that there
are some grounds for their admission. I{C Off.Rep.Vol.2l3 No.64

14.6 48-hour time limit: safeguards (cot.35) - There are appropriate safeguards:
the draft rules include provisions for an adjudicator to extend the two-day time
limit if it is necessary in the interests ofjustice to allow the applicant to vary the
grounds of appeal initially stated in his notice. I believe that that sets a proper
balance between prorecting rhe interests of the individual and ensuring that the
system can work quickly and efficiently where necessary. HC Off.Rep. Yol.2l3
No.64

14.7 The accelerâted Procedure (co1.109) - Two time facrors seem to cause
some confusion. The fi¡st time factor is the diffe¡ence between 48 hou¡s and 10
working days for lodging an appeal. That depends on whether the notice of ¡efusal
was served in person - that is the 48-hou¡ deadline- or whether it is served by post.
In that case we are talking about 10 working days, which is two weeks in
practice.

The other time factor...is the difference between the accele¡ated procedure at that
point for a groundless case and the ordinary procedure. That means that after the
appeal has been lodged, it can take a maximum of five days for the appeal to be
heard......Alternatively, when the application is nor dealt with under the
accele¡ated process, it will tâke up to 13 weeks or th¡ee months. I am happy to
look furthe¡ at the wording of the ¡ules to see whether the matter can be spelt out
more clearly. The 48-hour rule is aimed primarily at those in detention, in
particular those who arrive from safe third countries. Most port applicants will
¡eceive ¡efusals by post and be subject to the normal 10-working-day rule. HC
Off.Rep. Vol.213 No.64





14.8 Contd,.(col.109) - The 48-hour ¡ule does not apply to all groundless cases. Ir
is intended to apply to people who have arrived at ports and a¡e held in detention.
HC Off.Rep.Vol.2l3 No.64

14.9 Appeal Time Limits (col.L222) - If asylum is rejected, you are given a
piece of paper asking whether you wish ro appeal. The point about the 48 hours is
that from that moment you are given 48 hou¡s in which to complete a document
saying that you wish to appeal. Other appellants have 10 working days to appeal.
That happens only in very limited circumstances. The norice of refusal is served
in person. The Government has said that in practice that will mean that a person
is in detention and the Secreta¡y of Stare has certified that the application is
groundless. When the position is considered, it has to be conside¡ed within 10
working days.

With regard to other matte¡s, they are given 42 days. If one goes to a special
adjudicator, there are five working days on which the groundless cases are
adjudicated. Othe¡wise there 42 days in which rhis can take place. The
adjudicato¡ has the ability to exrend that length of time. HL Off,Rep.Vol.541
No.84

14.10 Conditions for âpplication of the appeals procedure two day limit (col.
877) - There will be three conditions which must be met fo¡ the two-day limit to
apply. First, the appeal is under Ciause 8(1). It is an appeal against a refusal of
leave to enter at a port in the United Kingdom. Secondly, it is an appeal which
the Secretary of State has certified that the asylum claim is without
foundation....Thirdly, the nodce of refusal must be served on the applicant in
person. In practice that will ñean that the applicant has been detained pending
the decision on his application HL Off.Rep. Vo1.,542 No.94

14.L1 Notice of appeal within 48 hours (co1,878) - It will be explained ro the
applicant, by an interpreter if necessary, why his application is being refused and
what is to happen to him. The two day limit will srart to run from that moment,
and in that time all that he and his adviser need do is to give notice of appeal. In
that kind of case there is no question of a representative needing to find evidence
to suppo¡t the substantive asylum claim within the two day period. The procedural
rules permit the initial grounds of appeal which we¡e given in the notice to be
amplified, or varied, by the leave of the special adjudicator. HL Off.Rep.
Vol.542 No.94

15. UNACCOMPANIED CHILDREN; ASYLUM
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15.1 Unaccompanied children (co1.596) - Children are nor rerurned to any
country where it is not clear that there are adequate reception arrangements in
place which have been confirmed in advance. Indeed, few child¡en who arrive
here a¡e ever returned simply because of the problems which surround such
aûangements.

A claim for asylum must be assessed against the convention criteria, It does not
matte¡ whether you are a child o¡ an adult, the convention c¡iteria are the criteria
by which the asylum application must be considered. Due allowance must be
made and is made for the maturity and ability of the child ro exp¡ess himself.





Obviously reliance is placed on the assessment of social and welfare workers. HL
Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.92

15.2 Detention of unaccompanied children (co1.545) - Unaccompanied
children are only ever detained by the immigration service if they arrive out of
working hours and it is impossible to contact immediately the local social
services until the following morning. In such cases they a¡e given accommodation
and looked for that time. The protection of children is paramount in such
arlangements.
Returning unaccompanied children (co1.547) - There is no likelihood of us
returning child¡en to a country if we are unable to ensure adequate reception
arrangements for those child¡en and where a prior arrangement has not been
made. HC St.Comm.A 3/12192

15.3 col. 549) - All claims for refugee status made by children musr be
assessed individually against the c¡iteria of the 1951 convention. We always
consider exceptional leave in cases that do not qualify for refugee status. There is
no question of outright refusal unless satisfactory arrangements can be made in
the country to which the child would return. The¡efo¡e in some cases the
convention does not apply and exceptional leave can be granted so as not to put
the child at any risk by returning him to another country. HC St,Comm.A.
3ltzl92

15.4 Children (col.27) - The provisions of the Children's Act 1989 make no
distinction on the basis of a child's nationality or immigrarion status. HC
Off.Rep. Yol.226 No. 189

15.5 Children Act 1989 and Immigrat¡on Status (col.56) - The responsibilities
of local authorities for the welfare of child¡en in thei¡ areas are not affected by
immigration status. If they a-¡e here and in need , the children must be looked
afte¡.

It is a fundamental principle of the Children Act that the child's interests are
paramount in taking decisions about his or her trearment. Legally, that does nor
extend to decisions about immigration status. Of course the Home Office takes
full account of the child's welfare, and many who a¡e outside the criteria of rhe
1951 convention a¡e allowed ro stay exceptionally. But it is clearly impossible to
operate an immigration control on the basis that anyone, whatever their age, who
might be bette¡ off in the United Kingdom than in their own counffy must be
allowed to enter or remain fo¡ that reason alone.

In ratifying the UN convention on the rights of rhe child.., rhe Unired Kingdom
made a specific reservation to make it clear that it does not affect immigration
law....In the event of any detailed conflict, being allowed to enter or remain in the
United Kingdom must be the preliminary issue to be resolved before questions of
our obligations under the convention a¡ise. HC St.Comm.A. l0lll^l92

15.6 Priority in processing applicâtions of children (col.30) - We recognise
that it is desi¡able to resolve the immigration status of unaccompanied children as
swiftly as possible, so that they and the authorities responsible fo¡ their care
should not be left in doubt for any longer than is absolutely necessary. We are
the¡efore making arrangements to identify such cases and give them priority
treatmenr within the asylum division.
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16. VISITORS AND SHORT TERM VISITORS

16.1 (co1.584) - Clause 9 amends section 13 of the 1971 Act and removes the
present right of appeal against refusal of an entry clea¡ance and refusal of leave
to ente¡ from visitors, students intending to study for fewe¡ than six months and
would be students and their dependants. HC St.Comm.A 8/12192

16,2 Appeal rights of passengers from non-visa countries refused admission
at port of entry (co1.643) - To obtain entry clearance before coming to the
United Kingdom can help to avoid delays and inquiries at the port of entry. If the
passenger is refused entry he would have a right of appeal before ¡emoval from
the United Kingdom. The fundamental point is that that righr will not be affected
by the Bill.

Therefore the person f¡om a non-visa counrry who obtains the entry clearance and
is told by an immigration office¡ at the port of entry that he cannor enrer rhe
country has a right of appeal. HC St.Comm.A 8/12192

16.3 Giving reasons for a refusal (co1.650) - I propose that rhose refused a visa
to come to the United Kingdom will receive a far more detailed refusal nodce
than they do now. It would..set out the reasons for refusal of a visa....The refusal
notice will also make it clear that a previous refusal will not prejudice any
subsequent application. I{C St.Comm.A. 8ll2l92

16.4 (co1.650) - It will also be open to applicants or their sponsors to advance
further information afte¡ refusal, in the form of a fresh application....depending on
the size of the high commission - that new application will be considered by a
different entry clearance office¡. That is an important principle and no doubt one
which will become part of the discipline of examining further applications. HC
St.Comm.Ä 8/12192

16.5 (co1.650) - ..if it occurs to a sponsor, a relative in this country or the
applicant that exceptional compassionate circumstances have been overlooked,
or that there have been illogicalities or procedural errors, the Foreign and
Commonwealth Office will ask the post concerned to review the decision. That
review will be undertaken by a more senio¡ officer whe¡eve¡ possible. HC
St.Comm.A 8/12192

16.6 Criteria for considering visit visa application (co1.651) - The criteria
under which visit visa applications a¡e considered will not change following the
abolition of appeal rights. HC St.Comm.A. 8/12192

16.7 Issue of detailed refusal notice (col.65l) - The intention is to issue rhe
notice when the ¡efusal is advised....It is more disciplined to spell out a refusal
orally, through an interpreter if necessary, but also in writing. HC St,Comm.A.
8l12l92

16.8 Application fee (co1.651) - If the application has been ¡efused and the
¡easons for ¡efusal have been given, we do not intend to refund the fee. Unless an
applicant wishes to try his luck by basing an application on the same information,
he will examine the refusal notice, which will be in writing. The sponsor.in this
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country will also be able to conside¡ it. The second application will be more
conside¡ed and detailed, and will carry a further fee. HC St.Comm.A. 8/12192

16.9 Interview Notes (co1.666) - The¡e will be no ¡eco¡ded interviews.....The¡e is
no such policy intention at present. Interview notes will not be made available,
nor will there be access to local ¡ecords, computer or otherwise. HC St.Comm.A
8l12l92

16.10 Stamps in passports (co|.667) - The entry clea¡ance officer will place a
small stamp in the passport, showing that a visa has been applied for and the post
at which the application was made and the date. That assists in the handling of
inquiries as well as showing when an application has been unsuccessful.

Discontinuing the endo¡sement will not prevent a previous refusal coming to light
because applicants are required to decla¡e a previous refusal on the visa
application form. Failu¡e to do that could lead to a visa issued being vitiated at the
port of arrival in the United Kingdom. HC St.Comm.A, 8ll2l92

16.11 Visa Fee (col. 667) - The visa fee is for the processing of the application
and not fo¡ the granting of the visa. The¡efore it is not refundable if a visa is
refused. HC St.Comm.Ä. 8/12192

16.12 Notification to another state of the refusal (col. 668) - It is not our
practice routinely to notify other states of such decisions, and we would be likely
to do so only in rare cases involving serious offences, or where a disruptive
passenger had to ¡emoved unde¡ esco¡t. HC St.Comm.A, 8ll2l92

16.13 Persons enter¡ng Britain claiming to be British citizens (co1.701) -
Clause 10 makes no diffe¡ence to the position of those claiming to be British
citizens. The¡e is a right of appeal as long as a document is produced, even if it is
thought to be a false document. HC St.Comm.A l0ll2l92

16.14 Marriage to a person settled here (col. 705) - The provision for
documents will not affect the appeal rights of those who marry a person settled
here afte¡ having entered in another capacity, or those who seek to stay as
dependant relatives of a person settled here. The immigration rules provide
applications from such people to be entertained in this country. If the application
was refused, it would not be on the grounds that the person did not have an entry
clea¡ance on arrival, but because specific requirements of the marriage or
dependant relatives were not met. HC St.Comm.A t0ll2l92

16.15 Curtailment of Leave (co1.1150) - We do nor inrend ro curraiì the leave of
all unsuccessful asylum seekers as a matter of ¡outine but, in many cases, the
asylum application will have cast serious doubts on the entitlement of a person to
continue to remain here in the capacity for which he was admitted - ...In these
cases we need to be able to move quickly in order to require a person's departure,
subject to a single right of appeal on which the merits of the asylum claim can be
investigated. HL Off.Rep. Vol.541 No. 84

16.16 Effect of refusal of visit visa (col.llO) - The hon. Gentleman..suggested
that the refusal visit visa would mean a ban for life. Not so. .....Entry clearance
office¡s will consider each application on its merits and previous ¡efusals will not
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automatically result in the ¡efusal of later applications. HC Off.Rep, Vol.213
No.64

Re-application following a visa refusal (co1.775) - Those who are refused a visa
will be given a more detailed notice of ¡efusal which will make it perfectly clear
why the application has been refused. That refusal will not prejudice a subsequent
application and they will be able to re-apply. The applicants or sponsors may pur
forwa¡d any new information at a f¡esh application which will where possible, be
conside¡ed by a different entry clea¡ance officer. In exceptional compassionate
circumstances or where there are illogicalities or procedural errors, the Foreign
and Commonwealth Office will ask the post to review the decision. That review
will be done by a senior officer wherever possible.

...There will be new guidance to the entry clearance officers to ensure that
applicants have a full opportunity to present their case; and , in posts with the
entry clearance managers, they will conduct a daily review of all ¡efusals to
ensu¡e consistent standards.

The role of interpreters (co1.815/6) - Interprerers are instructed that thei¡ ¡ole is
to give an accurate verbatim translation of what is said, no more and no less.
When an interpreter is used by the immigration sewice for the first time he is
asked to sign a declaration that he will translate faithfully from English to the
Ianguage in question and vice versa. Interpreters should not intervene in the
interview or take pa¡t in any other way or express personal opinions.

17. APPEAL RIGHTS; Visitors and Short Term Students

17.L (co1,702) - If a person has entry clearance, he can be refused entry only if
one of the limited grounds in paragraph 17 apply - mainly those on false
represgntations or a change of circumstance. The cases are not mandatory
refusals. They are not affecred by clause 10 no¡ is it intended to change the rules
to make them mandatory refusals. Thel efo¡e clause 10 is not relevant. HC.
St.Comm l0ll2l92

17.2 Refusal with entry clearance (co1.842) - Where a person appears ar rhe
point of entry having obtained an entry clearance befo¡e embarking, there is a
presumption that leave to enter will be granted. It is right, rherefore that when on
the very exceptional occasions that happens and the person is ¡efused admittance,
he should be allowed to appeal against that ¡efusal before he is removed from the
United Kingdom. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.94

17.3 Appeals agâinst curtailment and deportation (co1.854) - The¡e will be no
separate right of appeal against rhe cunailment decision and the deportation
o¡der. At the same that the asylum claim is refused and the leave is curtailed, the
applicant will be served with a notice of intention to deport him. He will then be
able to appeal under Clause 8(3) of the Bill. Then he will be able to argue the
merits of his case on that appeal. IIL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.94

17.4 Clause 10 Procedural safeguards (col. 1041) - My honourable f¡iend the
Parliamentary Under-Secretary set out a range of safeguards when the clause was
discussed in anothe¡ place ...First, we will amplify and add to the information
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leaflets which are available to visito¡s and thei¡ sponsors, both overseas and in
this country, to spell out what can be done to facilitate initial applications;
secondly, where a person is refused, he will ¡eceive a detailed notice setting out
the reasons fo¡ that decision; thirdly, that notice will make clea¡ that a previous
refusal will not prejudice any subsequent application; fourthly, if any exceptional
compassionate circumstances, illogicalities or procedural errors a-re ¡aised with
the Foreign and Commonwealth Office here, they will ask the diplomatic post
concerned to review the decision. Vy'he¡ever possible this will be done by a more
senior offioe¡; fifthly, if further information is put forwa¡d in an fresh application
then this will be considered whereve¡ possible by a different entry clearance
office¡. HL Off.Rep. Yol.542 No.96

17.5 Where a person is refused under Clause 11 and nevertheless gives
notice of appeal (co1.1066) Comments made by Viscount Asto¡ - ...the Home
Olïice or the immigration office¡ would be required to submit to the adjudicator
under Rule 8 of the Immigration Appeals (Procedure) Rules 1984 an allegation
that the person is not entitled to appeal. The adjudicator would have to decide as
a preliminary issue, whethe¡ that allegation is correct. If the existence of a right
of appeal in a particular case is disputed, the final say does not, therefore, rest
with the officer taking the decision, but with an adjudicator. HL Off.Rep.
Vol.542 No.96

17.6 Clause 10 Asylum Appeals (co1.1186) - It may of course happen that a
person does not claim asylum until after notice of an immigration decision is
served on him...the appropriate course for such a person is not to lodge an asylum
appeal at that stage. The right cou¡se is for him to lodge an application. A claim
to asylum should be made to the Home Office or an immigration officer, nor to a
special adjudicato¡. The asylum seeker will be protected from ¡emoval while his
claim is considered by Clause 8 of the Bill. If his claim is refused, he will be
served with a ne' notice of decision and will be able to appeal to a special
adjudicator at that stage. HL Off,Rep. Vol.543 No.110

17.7 Áppeal rights of pâssengers from non-visa countries refused admission
at port of entry (co1.643) - To obtain entry clearance before coming to the
United Kingdom can help to avoid delays and inquiries at the porr of entry. If the
passenger is ¡efused entry he would have a right of appeal before ¡emoval from
the United Kingdom. The fundamental point is thar rhat right will nor bo affecred
by the Bil1.

Therefore the person f¡om a non-visa country \ryho obtains the entry clearance and
is told by an immigration office¡ at the port of enrry that he cannot enter the
country has a right of appeal. HC St,Comm. 8/12192

17.8 Lord Donaldson Of Lymington commenting on Clause 11 which adds
to sub-section 38 to section 13 (the primary right of appeal section in the
Immigration Act 1971) (col.-1170) - At the end of the clause appear the words:

"A person shall not be entitled to appeal against a refusal of leave to enter if the
ref*sal ís on any of those grounds."
Those of us who have dealt with immigration cases know that the proposed
immigrant is given a piece of pape¡ on which there is a blank to be filled by the
immigration officer....Is rhe Minister seriously saying that if the immigration
office¡ fills in that blank saying that the applicant or his dependant does not hold
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a Íelevant document required by the immigration rules that is the end of the
matte¡ ? Is he seriously saying that if the applicant or a person whose dependant
he is has not satisfied me of some requirement of the immigration rules, or as to
his age, nationality or citizenship, then that is the end of the matter? There is
either a naiveté or an aÍogance in the attitude of the Home Office that its
immigration officers must inevitably be right. Yet if they are nor right, what is to
happen ?

I hope that the answer, if the applicant is properly advised, is that he should
immediately apply to the High Court for judicial revíew on rhe ground that
Pa¡liament never intended to take away an existing right of appeal on the footing
that it had gone whether the decision maker was right or wrong. That was
explored in this House in its judicial capacity in a case called Kwaja. It was laid
down that in cases where a jurisdiction or lack of jurisdiction depends on what is
described as a precedent fact, the courts will ente¡tain a challenge to the
existence or non-existence of that precedent fact and the bu¡den of proof will be
on the Home Office to prove or disprove it. HL Off.Rep.Vol.541 No,84

17.9 Refusals by immigration officers (col,l223) - Nobody will claim that
immigration officers are infallible. But with regard to the type of case mentioned,
I believe that the likelihood is extremely small, especially since refusal of leave
must be confirmed by a senior officer. The onus is on the passenger who is
seeking entry to produce a passport or other documentary evidence which shows
that he qualifies. If he cannot do so, his appeal at present is bound to fail. The
judicial review will remain a remedy of last resort. HL Off.Rep. Vol.54l No.84

18. DETERMINING VISIT YISA APPLICATIONS

18.1 Giving reasons for a refusal (co1.650) - I propose rhar those refused a visa
to come to the United Kingdom will ¡eceive a fa¡ more detailed ¡efusal notice
than they do now. It would..set out the reasons for refusal of a visa....The refusal
notice will also make it clea¡ that a previous ¡efusal will not prejudice any
subsequent application.

(co1.650) - It \'/ill also be open to applicants or their sponsors to advance further
informadon afte¡ ¡efusal, in the form of a fresh application....depending on the size
of the high commission - that new application will be conside¡ed by a different
entry clearance officer. That is an important principle and no doubr one which
will become part of the discipline of examining further applications.

(cot.650) - ..if it occurs to a sponso¡, a ¡elative in this country or the applicant rhar
exceptional compassionate circumstances have been overlooked, or that there
have been illogicalities or procedural erro¡s, rhe Foreign and Commonwealth
Office will ask the post concerned to review the decision. That ¡eview will be
undertaken by a more senior officer whereve¡ possible. HC St.Comm.8/12l92

18.2 Criteria for considering visit visa application (co1.651) - The criteria
unde¡ which visit visa applications are conside¡ed will not change following the
abolition of appeal rights. IIC St.Comm. 8/12192





18.3 (co1.702) - If a person has entry clearance, he can be refused entry only if
one of the limited grounds in paragraph 17 apply - mainly those on false
representations or a change of circumstance. The cases are not mandatory
¡efusals. They are not affected by clause 10 nor is it intended to change the rules
to make them mandatory refusals. therefore clause 10 is not relevant. IIC
St.Comm.l0/12192

18,4 Compassionate evidence (col. 703) - In case by case the adjudicaror can
consider how heavily compassionate circumstances may weigh and can make
recommendations. Adjudicators cannot go beyond making such recommendations.
HC St.Comm. l0ll2l92

18.5 Grounds of refusal (co1.704) - The fi¡st ground is thar a document which is
required by the immigration rules is not held ,or has not been issued. In the
context of appeals under section 13...., this means that for example a visa national
who arrived at a port without a visa would not be entitled to appeai against being
refused entry. Nor would a person who arrived seeking entry for a purpose for
which entry clea¡ance is required, such as marriage, establishing oneself in
business or settling here as a dependant relative. HC St.Comm. I0ll2l92

18.6 Marriage to a person settled here (col. 705) - The provision for
documents will not affect the appeal rights of those who marry a person setled
here afte¡ having entered in anothe¡ capacity, or those who seek to stay as
dependant relatives of a person settled he¡e. The immigration rules provide
applications from such people to be entertained in this country. If the application
was refused, it would not be on the grounds that the person did not have an enry
clea¡ance on arrival, but because specific requirements of the marriage or
dependant relatives were not met. HC St.Comm. I0ll2l92

18.7 Re-applicat¡on following a visa refusal (co1.775) - Those who are refused. a
visa will be given a mo¡e detailed notice of refusal which will make it perfectly
clear why the application has been refused. That refusal will not prejudice a
subsequent application and they will be able to re-apply. The applicants or
sponso¡s may put forwa¡d any new information at a fresh application which will
where possible, be considered by a different enffy clearance officer. In
exceptional compassionate circumstances or where there are illogicalities or
procedural errors, the Foreign and Commonwealth Office will ask the post to
review the decision. That ¡eview will be done by a senior officer wherever
possible.

...There will be new guidance to the entry clearance officers to ensure thar
applicants have a full opportunity to present their case; and, in post wirh the
entry clearance managers, they will conduct a daily review of all refusals to
ensure consistent standards. HL Off.Rep. Vol.543 No.106

L8.8 The role of interpreters (co1.815/6) - Interpreters a¡e instructed thar their
role is to give an accurate verbatim t¡anslation of what is said, no more and no
less. When an interpreter is used by the immigration service for the first time he
is asked to sign a decla¡ation that he will t¡anslate faithfully from English to the
language in question and vice versa. Interprete¡s should not intervene in the
interview or take part in any other way or express personal opinions. HL Off.Rep.
Vol.543 No.106
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18.9 Monitoring of standards applied at entry clearance posts (col. 1179) -r hat we envisage is a periodic review by an independent person who has been
appointed for the purpose, of a sample of cases where entry clearance has been
refused....

That monitoring would be in addition ro rhe adminisfative measures which we
have already announced including the daily review of refusals by entry clea¡ance
managers.

18.10 Descriptions of persons subject to transit visa requirements (col.
1077178) Comments made by Ea¡l Ferrers - I can..assure my noble friend that the
criteria we will use will relate to matters akin to, but not necessarily confined to,
nationality such as the type of passport o¡ travel documents a person holds. HL
Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.96

19. MANDATORY REFUSALS

19.1 Grounds of refusâl (co1,704) - The first ground is thar a documenr which is
required by the immigrarion ¡ules is not held ,or has not been issued. In the
context of appeals under section 13...., this means that for example a visa national
who arrived at a po¡t without a visa would not bo entitled to appeal against being
refused entry. Nor would a person who a¡rived seeking entry for a purpose for
which entry clearance is required, such as marriage, establishing oneself in
business or settling he¡e as a dependant ¡elative.

19.2 (co1.706) - Mr. Fraser'When there is a refusal of an entry clearance or a
variation of leave to enrer, to which clause 10 applies, will the refusal form state
that there is no appeal ? - M¡. Wardle indicated assenr. HC St.Comm. l0/lll92

20. DEPORTATION AND REMOVALS

20.1 No right of appeal against curtailment (co1.414) - The¡e is no separa¡e
right of appeal against the decision to curtail leave, but that decision will be
accompanied by notice of a decision to make deportation order. The two
decisions are essentially part of the same process to secure a person's departure
from the United Kingdom.

We intend thar the appellant should be able argue on his appeal against the
deportation decision not only that deportaúon would conrravene obligations under
the convention but thar the Secretary of State has exercised wrongly his
discretion in deciding to curtail leave to deport. That will need an amendment to
the exemption order made under section 5 of the Immigration Act 1988 so that the
¡esrictions on the right of appeal of persons who have been he¡e fo¡ fewe¡ than
seven years do not apply to those cases. We shall bring forward an o¡der to that
effect in due cou¡se. HC St.Comm, l/12l92

20.2 Appeals under s.14(1) Immigration Act 1971 (cot.415) - The provision has
been revised in this Bill to ensure that a person cannot circumvent th¿ new
powers by appealing under section 14(1) of the 1971 Act on an asylum ground,
intending thereby to ¡aise the asylum claim only at a subsequent deportation
appeal. HC St.Comm. l/12l92
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20.3 Curtailment of leave not automatic (co1.415) - Every case will be
considered on its merits. However, the key criterion will be whether the claim for
asylum has raised questions about the continuing legidmacy of a person,s stay
under the ordina¡y immigration rules, the majority of which impose a requirement
to leave the country in due course, after the expiry of limited leave. HC
St.Comm. l/12192

20.4 Service of notification of curtailment of leave (co1.417) - I confirm that it
is certainly the intention that when an existing leave is to be curtailed under
clause 6 the notice should be served at rhe same dme as the asylum application
is ¡efused. HC St.Comm. l/12l92

20.5 (cot. 42L) - There is no reason why an adjudicator should not simulraneously
decide on the merits of an asylum claim and any decision to remove a person.
HC St.Comm. L/12192

20.6 Reasonable grounds for detention under clause 6 (co1.488) - The
amendment would provide that a person could be detained only if there were
reasonable grounds for assuming that he would not comply with other restrictions
requiring him to report to an immigration officer. That is essentially current
practice when considering detention in immigration cases generally. It will
continue to be so under the specific power in clause 6. We shall exe¡cise the
powe¡ to detain only if we not think that the person would keep in touch and that
a failure to detain would frustrate ou¡ intention to enforce departure. HC
St.Comm. lll2l92

20.7 Detention of unaccompanied children (co1.545) - Unaccompanied
child¡en are only ever detained by the immigration service if they arrive out of
working hou¡s and it is impossible to conract immediately the local social
services until the following morning. In such cases they are given accommodation
and looked for that time. The protection of children is paramount in such
affangements.
Returning unaccompanied child¡en (co1.547) - There is no likelihood of us
returning child¡en to a country if we are unable to ensure adequate reception
arrangements fo¡ those children and where a prior arrangement has not been
made. HC St.Comm. 3/12192

20.8 The Power to detain (col. 857) - The power to detain will onty be
exercised if we do not think that the person will keep in touch and that a failure
to detain will f¡ustrate the intention to enforce departure.

contd. (col. 857) - [But] it musr ¡emain an option for those relatively few cases
where we have reason to believe that an applicant will not co-operâte or comply
with other restrictions that may be placed on him. HL Off.Rep. Vol,S42 No.94'

20.9 Unauthorised removals (co1.665) - I am pleased to say there is no
evidence that immigration officers have been involved in unauthorised removals
which would be contrary to their instructions....

It is equally unacceptable that airlines should seek physically to prevent a
passenger from approaching immigration control. Once the passenger has ar¡ived
in the United Kingdom it is too late for the airline to ask itself whéther it should
have car¡ied that passenger. HC Off,Rep. Vol.216 No.98
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21. CARRIERS LIABILITY

21.1 Clause 12 - Carriers Liability (co1.1093) - At present, though an
administrative concession, the vast majority of visa nationals are not required to
obtain a transit visa if they do not intend to enter the United Kingdom but are
simply passing through our country on their way to their final destination. ...Clause
12 will put these administrative arrangements on a statuto¡y footing. HL Off.Rep.
Vol.542 No.97

21.2 (co1.1100) - The fact is that this clause allows t¡ansit visas for cerrain
countries.. It applies only to six countries in certain circumstances: Iran, Lebanon,
Libya, Somalia, Syria and Turkey. Where people come from these countries and,
for example, arrive at Heathrow and depârt from Gatwick, they will have to have
a transit visa. HL Off,Rep. Vol.542 No.97

21.3 Carriers Liability (col.1113) - It is totally unacceptable rhar airlines
should seek physically to prevent a passenger from approaching immigration
control. Indeed, if they were to do that it would be an offence....Once the
passenger has arrived in the United Kingdom it is too late fo¡ the airline to ask
itself whether it should have ca¡ried him. HL Off.Rep. Vol.542 No.97

21.4 Unauthorised removals (co1.665) - I am pleased to say there is no
evidence that immigration office¡s have been involved in unauthorised ¡emovals
which would be contrary to their instructions.,..

It is equally unacceptable that airlines should seek physically to prevent a
passenger from approaching immigration control. Once the passenger has arrived
in the United Kingdom it is too late for the airline to ask itself whether it should
have ca¡ried that passenger. HC Off.Rep. Vol.216 No.98

22. JUDICIAL REVIEW AND THE COURT OF ÄPPEAL
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22.1 Judicial Review (co1.666) - If a sponsor took the refusal notice of an entry
clea¡ance officer of the Queen's Bench Division of the High Court and claimed
that there was an objection on those grounds, the case may proceed. No right of
entry will be given to anyone refused a visit visa to proceed with judicial review.
HC St.Comm.8/12192

22.2 Judicial Review (col. 619) - ..it is ou¡ firm inrention and policy not ro seek
to remove an asylum seeke¡ who has been granted leave to move for judicial
review and before that has been conside¡ed. HL Off.Rep, Vol.543 No. 104

22.3 Court of Appeal/Administrative Law (co1.654) - Clause 10 will have the
effect that judicial review will be available in fewe¡ cases than at present
because of the avenues to the Court of Appeal. But it will still be available in
some cases where it remains an apptopriare remedy. the Court of Appeal oan look
at administrative law if it is relevant. HL Off.Rep. Vol.543 No.104





22.4 Judicial Review (col. 60) - .It is true that until now the only way of
challenging a decision of the tribunal has been by way of judicial review and thar
now that it will be open to dissatisfred appellants to seek to challenge disputed
points of law by the more appropriate remedy of an application fo¡ leave to
appeal to the relevant court. To the extent that that remedy is available, the use
of judicial review to challenge tribunal determinations is likely to decrease; but
when a person seeks judicial review, it is entirely up to the judges to decide
whether there is an issue that comes within their jurisdiction o¡ merits leave to
move for judicial review. Nothing in the Bill removes the availability of judicial
review, nor is that the Govemment's intention.
HL Off.Rep. Vol.543 No.110
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